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In jurisdiction, authority, and purpose, the Metropolitan Council resembles a unique form of 

local government. It exercises sweeping authority over intrinsically local concerns like land use, 

infrastructure planning, housing, and transportation systems. It also boasts an operating budget 

comparable to a large city – $1.13 billion in 2022.1 It can levy property taxes and issue bonded 

debt, and its 2022 capital program includes $9.00 billion in spending, including $5.33 billion of 

authorized spending towards active projects.2 This capital spending far exceeds that of Hennepin 

or Ramsey Counties, Minneapolis, or Saint Paul.  

  

However, at present, the Met Council is governed like a state agency, controlled by appointees of 

the governor, beholden more to the appointing executive than to the people within the Council’s 

borders. This structure has undermined the democratic responsivity of the Council. It subjects 

residents of the Twin Cities, their suburbs, and their exurbs to the decisions of unelected officials 

over whom voters have only partial, indirect influence. The Met Council’s current governance 

structure contravenes basic principles of democratic accountability that underlie centuries of 

United States law. More pragmatically, it sabotages the Met Council itself, by limiting its ability 

to develop the sort of long-term and highly specialized policy expertise necessary to lead such a 

complex body. Finally, it arguably creates an inappropriate incentive structure for Council 

members, offering them little incentive to consider how to effectively and judiciously use the 

Council’s broad powers, except in circumstances where those powers might be deployed to the 

benefit of the appointing authority.   

 

Broad Local Governmental Powers in the United States Are Typically Wielded by Elected 

Officials 

 

In the United States, governmental bodies below the state level can be roughly divided into three 

types: agencies, general-purpose governments, and special-purpose governments.3 

 
1 Metropolitan Council, 2022 Unified Budget (Dec. 8, 2021). 
2 Id. 
3 For a treatise discussion of the distinction between the two main types of local government, see 1 John Martinez, 

Local Government Law § 2:7 Types of Local Government Units (2021). 
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Agencies are instruments of state executive authority. They are statewide in jurisdiction, and 

have limited powers that are an extension of state executive authority. Typically, in the United 

States, agencies are headed by appointees of the executive. Agencies are restricted to a particular 

field of policy, and their activities are channeled by clear statutory grants of regulatory purpose. 

Importantly, state agencies typically cannot levy taxes. This is because agencies are an extension 

of the executive branch, and taxation is a legislative power. Legislative transference of the power 

of taxation to another coequal branch of government creates separation of powers concerns.  

 

In Minnesota, when state agencies create rules, they are governed by the Minnesota 

Administrative Procedure Act. Indeed, that act defines “agency” as “any state officer, board, 

commission, bureau, division, department, or tribunal, other than a judicial branch court and the 

Tax Court, having a statewide jurisdiction and authorized by law to make rules or to adjudicate 

contested cases.”4 Conformance to administrative procedures is essential because it provides 

public input into what would otherwise be a system with little democratic accountability. 

 

Special districts merge a state agency’s limited policy purview with a geographically limited 

jurisdiction. Special district leadership may be elected or appointed some other authority. 

However, the authority of special districts is typically limited by statute and restricted to a single 

narrow policy area. Special districts include entities like school boards, water districts, utility 

districts, or business improvement districts.  

 

Finally, there are general-purpose units of local government. General-purpose units of local 

government include political Subdivisions of the state and municipal corporations, and comprise 

entities like counties and cities. For most Americans, these bodies represent the closest and most 

visible layer of government, responsible for the physical infrastructure that underlies developed 

communities, as well as the day-to-day policy and land use decisions that determine where 

people live, work, and recreate. General-purpose local government has broad discretionary 

taxing power. It also has relatively or completely unchanneled policymaking authority, being 

empowered to set policy in accordance with the preferences of the governed, rather than some 

executive mandate promulgated from above. Nearly without exception, in the United States, the 

leadership of general-purpose units of local government is elected.  

 

The Met Council Most Closely Resembles a General-Purpose Unit of Local Government 

 

Although the Metropolitan Council fits imperfectly into this taxonomy, its authorities and 

responsibilities place it much closer to a general-purpose unit of local government than to a 

special district or state agency. 

 

 
4 Minn. Stat. § 12.02 Subd. 2 (2021) (emphasis added). 
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Unlike a state agency, the Met Council is not statewide in jurisdiction. Significantly, the Met 

Council has authority to levy taxes – potentially creating a major separation of powers problem, 

if it were deemed an agency.5 The Council, in its promulgation of a regional master plan, can 

institute sweeping policy plans without undertaking a formal administrative rulemaking, also 

placing it outside the ordinary agency structure.6 

If the Met Council cannot be a traditional agency, it also little resembles a traditional special 

district. Special districts are created for specific purposes and have a narrow policy authority. 

However, the Met Council’s policy authority sweeps across multiple subjects.  

 

Most fundamentally, the Met Council merges several disparate functions into a single unit of 

government, including wastewater planning and construction, transportation planning, public 

housing and housing assistance, and general regional planning. As a result of these activities, the 

Met Council manages one of the state’s largest capital budgets, comparable to – but currently 

exceeding – the largest metropolitan local governments, including Hennepin County and the city 

of Minneapolis. Its operating budget exceeds one billion dollars. The Council collects tens of 

millions in revenue from property taxes and spends hundreds of millions of dollars in multiple 

policy areas. 

 

 

  
 

 

 
5 Minn. Stat. § 473.249 Subd. 1 (a) (2021) (“The Metropolitan Council may levy a tax on all taxable property in the 

metropolitan area defined in section 473.121 to provide funds for the purposes of sections 473.121 to 473.249 and 

for the purpose of carrying out other responsibilities of the council as provided by law.”). 
6 Minn. Stat. § 473.145 (2021) (“The Metropolitan Council shall prepare and adopt, after appropriate study and such 

public hearings as may be necessary, a comprehensive development guide for the metropolitan area. It shall consist 

of a compilation of policy statements, goals, standards, programs, and maps prescribing guides for the orderly and 

economical development, public and private, of the metropolitan area. The comprehensive development guide shall 

recognize and encompass physical, social, or economic needs of the metropolitan area and those future 

developments which will have an impact on the entire area including but not limited to such matters as land use, 

parks and open space land needs, the necessity for and location of airports, highways, transit facilities, public 

hospitals, libraries, schools, and other public buildings.”). 

Met Council 2022 Revenue Sources- $ 1,230 R ill ion 

■ Charges for Services 

■ Property Taxes 

■ F~deral Revtmues 

■ State Revenues 
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Within these governmental functions, the Met Council also possesses a remarkable degree of 

policy discretion and authority, particularly with regard to its regional planning function. The 

regional master plan that the Met Council develops must “encompass” the “physical, social, and 

economic needs of the region” – in short, address virtually all the spheres of everyday life and 

welfare that are typically the purview of general-purpose units of local government.7 The 

Council is granted a great deal of discretion in making these decisions, as statute requires that the 

Council itself make a determination of what those “needs” may be.8 This broad grant of 

discretionary authority to make decisions to promote the general welfare of the people within the 

Council’s jurisdiction closely resembles a general-purpose local government.  

 

Although certain areas for close consideration in metropolitan planning are enumerated to the 

Met Council, these areas are not sharply limited to single subject as they might be in a special 

district. Instead, the Council is empowered to consider, in its master plan, developments that will 

have regional impacts, including but not limited to: 

 

1. land use 

2. parks and open space 

3. the necessity for and location of airports 

4. highways 

5. transit facilities 

6. public hospitals 

7. libraries 

8. schools, and 

9. other public buildings.9  

 

The Met Council can also unilaterally expand this authority by making a determination that a 

particular development has a regional impact.10 Its authority is further expanded by a broad 

clause which empowers it to “exercise all powers which may be necessary or convenient to 

enable it to perform and carry out the duties and responsibilities now existing or which may 

hereafter be imposed upon it by law.”11 

 

 
7 Id. 
8 Id. 
9 Id. 
10 Minn. Stat. § 473.173 (2021) (“ Subdivision 1. By rule and statute. The council shall review all proposed matters 

of metropolitan significance to be undertaken by any private organization, independent commission, board or 

agency, local governmental unit, or any state agency in accordance with the rules adopted pursuant to this section 

and the provisions of any other relevant statute. Subd. 2. Rules. The council shall adopt and put into effect rules 

establishing standards, guidelines and procedures for determining whether any proposed matter is of metropolitan 

significance, and establishing a procedure for the review of and final determination on such matters in accordance 

with the powers and requirements set forth in this section. The purpose of these rules shall be to promote the orderly 

and economical development, public and private, of the metropolitan area.”). 
11 Minn. Stat. § 473.128 Subd. 1 (2021). 
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The Met Council’s authority even allows it to overrule decisions of other units of government, 

including elected government. The Council is statutorily empowered to suspend the plans of state 

agencies operating within the metropolitan area in a fashion that is inconsistent with the 

Council’s plans12; it can also suspend local comprehensive plans if inconsistent with the regional 

planning guide.13 

 

In 1967, the Minnesota Attorney General considered the status of the Met Council in an advisory 

opinion to James Hetland, the Council’s chair at the time.14 After determining that the Council 

“has many attributes of a local governmental unit,” the AG concluded that it is “a unique unit of 

government . . . standing a step above local governmental units and a step below state agencies 

[and] clothed with certain attributes and powers of each.”15 However, the AG also firmly 

concluded that the Council “cannot be considered a ‘state agency’” for the purposes of certain 

fiscal legislation.16 

 

Since the AG’s conclusion, the Council has been expanded several times, including in its 

combination with metropolitan transportation and wastewater boards, and through the extended 

planning powers granted by the Livable Communities Act of 1995. These changes place the 

Council at an even greater remove from a traditional agency or special district structure. 

 

The Met Council’s Policymaking Authority Is Inappropriately Broad for an Appointed 

Agency 

 

To the extent the Met Council can be understood as a general-purpose unit of local government, 

it is appropriate for its leadership to be elected. Appointed leadership does not provide the degree 

of democratic responsivity that US citizens have come to expect over agencies with such broad 

and flexible policy mandates. Nor does appointed leadership comport with the Council’s 

authority to levy taxes. The Met Council, of its own volition, can choose to limit or expand 

metropolitan growth, maintain parks or allow them to deteriorate, build exurban roads or 

improve central city light rail. It can assign to itself the authority to regulate virtually any 

significant development in the metropolitan area. It can create additional property taxes. 

Residents of the Twin City metro currently have little or no direct influence over these broad 

exercises of general-purpose local power, and are only empowered to set policy priorities 

through a single four-year vote, for a gubernatorial candidate. 

 
12 Id. 
13 Minn. Stat. § 473.175 Subd. 1 (2021) (“T he council may require a local governmental unit to modify any 

comprehensive plan or part thereof if, upon the adoption of findings and a resolution, the council concludes that the 

plan is more likely than not to have a substantial impact on or contain a substantial departure from metropolitan 

system plans.”). 
14 Letter of Douglas M. Head, Attorney General of Minnesota, to James Hetland, Chairman of the Metropolitan 

Council (Oct. 3, 1967).  
15 Id. at 12. 
16 Id. at 13.  
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From a more pragmatic frame, it is unlikely that the current appointed Council creates strong 

incentives for responsive, effective, and judicious regional planning. Councilmembers are most 

directly beholden to the appointing authority, the governor. The governor’s policy and political 

interests may not, in every case, be aligned with the policy and political interests of individual 

metropolitan communities. For example, if a certain segment of the Council’s jurisdiction is not 

a political priority for a particular governor, he or she has little reason to select a Council 

appointee that would be responsive to that area’s interests. This could lead to, among other 

outcomes, underfunding and underprioritization of those areas. Likewise, residents of those areas 

would have little ability to register their frustration or displeasure with those policy choices, 

beyond voting differently in a broad, statewide election – one that inevitably encompasses many 

issues far outside the Met Council’s purview. 

 

Unelected Council leadership may also reduce the Council’s responsivity to other components of 

the political system, including local leaders and state legislators. With little need to win political 

support within their own Council districts, the members have little incentive to respond to 

requests from outside elected officials.  

 

Finally, an appointed Council likely results in a body with a troubling dearth of policy expertise. 

As previously discussed, the Council’s policy portfolio is massive, encompassing land use, 

wastewater, transportation, housing, long-term planning and growth, and parks. Its enabling 

statutes are complex and contain many authorities that are poorly understood within the state. 

The Met Council is a body that benefits deeply from experienced leadership. However, as an 

appointed body, the Council membership tends to rotate frequently and abruptly, especially after 

change in gubernatorial leadership. These rotations strip the body of the institutional memory 

necessary to deftly and skillfully deploy its various authorities. It transfers, in effect, much of the 

authority in the body to long-term staff, who represent the primary reservoir of institutional 

knowledge. It also risks empowering special interests, such as private developers, whose 

experience working with the council is likely to be much longer than the tenure of the council 

members themselves. Such an arrangement is corrosive to long-term regional planning, which 

necessarily entails making decisions that have significant political dimensions and requires 

weighing of competing values and interests. These are difficult decisions that, in the American 

system of government, are rightfully entrusted to elected representatives of the governed. 

 



 
Metropolitan Governance Task Force 

 
October 13, 2023 
 
Metropolitan Council 
390 Robert St. North 
St. Paul, MN. 55101 
 
Sent via e-mail to Judd Schetnan 
 
Dear Metropolitan Council, 
 
During the last legislative session, the Metropolitan Governance Task Force was established to 
study and evaluate options to reform and reconstitute governance of the Metropolitan Council. 
To properly address the governance options as mandated in the legislation, several task force 
members feel it would be helpful to address what the exact governmental status of the 
Metropolitan Council is. On behalf of these task force members, I am sharing a Memorandum 
written by one of our task force members, Professor Myron Orfield. 
 
The primary questions in the memorandum are as follows: 
 

1.) Is the Metropolitan Council a local government? If so, how can its enabling statute 
survive Minnesota’s constitutional prohibition on special legislation? 

2.) Is the Metropolitan Council a state agency? If so, how can it constitutionally exercise the 
legislative power of taxation or operate with such broad discretional authority? 

3.) Is the Metropolitan Council a special district or public authority? If so, how can it 
exercise the legislative power of taxation, operating in so many areas, without being 
directly subordinate to an elected government. 

 
The Metropolitan Governance Task Force has a meeting scheduled for October 25, 2023, and 
the Task Force has requested attendance of the Metropolitan Council’s Office of General 
Counsel at that time. To facilitate task force members’ engagement on the Memorandum’s 
questions on October 25th, it would be helpful if the questions could be addressed in advance 
of the meeting in writing. Ideally, General Counsel would then also be prepared to answer 
questions task force members may have regarding the prepared written responses on October 
25, 2023. 
 
Please email the written responses to Professor Orfield’s Memorandum to Representative 
Hornstein at rep.frank.hornstein@house.mn.gov and Taylor Koehler at 
taylor.koehler@lcc.mn.gov by 5:00 PM on Monday, October 23, 2023.  

mailto:rep.frank.hornstein@house.mn.gov
mailto:taylor.koehler@lcc.mn.gov


Sincerely, 
 

      
 
Representative Frank Hornstein    
Metropolitan Governance Task Force Chair   
 
Attachment 
 
cc:  Judd Schetnan, Government Affairs Director, Metropolitan Council 
 Representative Frank Hornstein, Metropolitan Governance Task Force Chair 

Professor Myron Orfield, University of Minnesota Law School Professor and 
Metropolitan Governance Task Force Member 
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 M E M O R A N D U M 

 

To: Metropolitan Governance Task Force and the Metropolitan Council 

From: Professor Myron Orfield 

Date: October 9, 2023 

Re: Background Material to help Met Council Answer Questions of the Task Force 

 

 The following are the  questions the Task Force is posing to the Metropolitan Council:  

 1)  Is the Metropolitan Council a local government?  If so, how can its 
enabling statute survive Minnesota’s constitutional prohibition on special 
legislation?  

2)  Is the Metropolitan Council a state agency?  If so, how can it 
constitutionally exercise the legislative power of taxation or operate with such 
broad discretional authority? 
3)  Is the Metropolitan Council a special district or public authority? If so, 
how can it exercise the legislative power of taxation, operating in so many areas, 
without being directly subordinate to an elected government? 

 
The following is background information to help the Council answer the Task Force’s 

questions. 
Minnesota statutes declare that the Met Council is “a public corporation and political 

subdivision of the state.”  But this is not a sufficient definition.  A “public corporation” or a 
“political subdivision” would still have to be either a: 1) local government, 2) an agency or 3) 
some sort of special district/ public authority.  In searching the statutes, we have been unable to 
find another “political subdivision” that is not a directly elected local governmental unit.  Can 
you point to another “political subdivision” that is not a directly elected local government? 
Similarly, we have not been able to find a public corporation that is not a local government, an 
agency, or a special district/public authority.  

The Attorney General’s Opinion  

In an opinion issued in 1967, Minnesota’s Attorney declared that the Met Council was 
“unique form of local government,” that had “attributes of a state agency.”  See Opinion October 
6, 1967. The Attorney General declared the Met Council could not be a state agency.  The 
opinion clearly stated the Met Councils’ power to tax was legislative and that assigning such 
taxing power to a state agency would violate the separation of powers.   
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Specifically, the opinion stated: 

“The Metropolitan Council has undoubted authority to levy taxes under L. 1967, ch. 896, 
§ 8….The power to tax is recognized as an exercise of legislative power, and Minn. 
Const. Art. III, § 1 prohibits the delegation of any power by one branch of government (in 
this case, the legislative) to another branch of government (in this case the executive). 

  The opinion found that the Metropolitan Council had the “attributes of a local 
government,” but noted that it was higher in the hierarchy than another local government in the 
seven-county metropolitan area.  The opinion thus seemed to say that the Met Council was 
uniquely powerful local government.  

The opinion did not discuss whether the Metropolitan Council was a special district or 
public authority.  Moreover, because the question was not before it, the Attorney did not address 
the question of whether the council’s enabling statute was special legislation prohibited by Minn. 
Const. art. XII §2. 

After 1994, the Metropolitan Council became far more powerful. At the same time, the 
previously staggered appointments to the council were made to be at will by the governor.  This s 
appointment structure made the council even more like an agency, most clearly resembling the 
structure of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.   

A. If the Met Council is a local government, does its enabling statute violate 
Minnesota’s constitutional prohibition on special legislation?  

If the attorney general is right, that the Met Council is the state’s most powerful local 
government, we are worried that Minn. Stat. § 473 et seq. is “special legislation” that violates the 
Minnesota Constitution.   

Minn. Const. art XII, § 2 states: 

Every law which upon its effective date applies to a single local government unit… is a 
special law….The legislature may enact special laws relating to local government units, but 
a special law, unless otherwise provided by general law, shall become effective only after 
its approval by the affected unit expressed through the voters or the governing body and by 
such majority as the legislature may direct.  

Unlike legislation involving a city, county, or school district, where statutes refer in general 
terms to a class of local governments having certain characteristics, the Metropolitan Council’s 
enabling legislation names the Council specifically. If the Council is a local government, as the 
Attorney General has suggested, its enabling statute would be unconstitutional, unless it was 
approved by referendum of the voters in the seven-county metropolitan area. 

B. If the Met Council is a state agency, does its taxing power and broad 
delegation of discretion violate the Minnesota Constitution’s separation of 
powers provisions? 

The Attorney General found that the council could not be a state agency, because the 
inherent legislative power of taxation cannot be delegated the executive, but only to a legislative 
(directly elected) body.  Do you agree with the attorney general’s opinion?  If not, please explain.  
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Moreover, there are additional reasons that the Council cannot be a state agency.  If the 

council were a state agency is extremely broad and unfettered discretional would likely be an 
excessive delegation of legislative authority.  Under Minnesota law, a delegation of authority to a 
state agency is only valid: 
 

if the law furnishes a reasonably clear policy or standard of action which controls and 
guides the administrative officers in ascertaining the operative facts to which the law 
applies, so that the law takes effect upon these facts by virtue of its own terms, and not 
according to the whim or caprice of the administrative officers. 
 

Lee v. Delmont, 228 Minn. 101, 36 NW2d 530 (1949). 
 

Clearly the Met Council Statute which gives it virtually limitless power to shape the 
development of the Metropolitan Area and additionally all powers “necessary or convenient” to 
carry out its broad mandate does not likely fit the “the clear policy or standard” requirement of 
Delmont.  Indeed, administrative agencies with discretion authority like the Met Councils have 
been found unconstitutional as excessive delegations of legislative authority.  See generally Askew 
v. Cross Key Waterways, 372 So.2d 913 (Flor. 1978).  Do you agree?  If not, why not? 
 

C.   How Could the Met Council be a constitutionally valid special district or 
public authority?  

 American black letter local government law states “special function districts differ from 
general units of local government as municipalities in that the special districts provide only one 
function or a few related functions.” See generally, Osborne Reynolds, Local Government Law 
Third Addition pp 33-40 (2009).  Common forms of special districts are water or sewer or 
housing districts.  They are usually very simple and straightforward and often directly elected.  
We are unable to find any unelected special district in the United States that possessed the 
legislative authority to impose taxes, or the broad scope of authority possessed by the Met 
Council.  
 Public authorities like port authorities have “little if any legislative power and are more 
thoroughly under the control of their creating unit of government than are special districts.”  Id. 
Again, we are unable to find any public authority in the United States that has the authority to 
operate in so many areas with such broad discretion and the legislative powers such as taxation 
that the Council enjoys. 
 If you believe that the Council is a special district or public authority, please furnish us 
with an example of an unelected entity with powers like the Met Councils that has found to be 
legal and constitutional.   
 
 

 



~ 
METROPOUTAN 
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October 18, 2023 

Representative Frank Hornstein 
Metropolitan Governance Task Force Chair 

Re: October 13 letter 

Dear Representative Hornstein: 

Office of General Counsel 
Writer's Direct Dial: 651-602-1105 
ann.bloodhart@metc.state.mn.us 

Via Electronic Delivery 

Thank you for your October 13, 2023 letter on behalf of the Metropolitan Governance Task Force, 
which was received on Monday, October 16, 2023. 

The Metropolitan Council is a legislatively created body that "is established as a public 
corporation and political subdivision of the state. " Minn. Stat. § 473.123, subd. 1. 

The law is well-settled that "a municipal corporation has only such powers as are expressly 
conferred upon it by statute or charter, or necessarily implied. It has no inherent power. " Borgelt v. City 
of Minneapolis, 135 N.W.2d 438,440 (Minn. 1965)(citations omitted) . The Council operates within the 
bounds of its legislatively created authority on a day-to-day basis and takes its direction from its enabling 
legislation, and subsequent legislation passed into law governing the Council. 

The law allows for the Council to exercise taxing authority, such as the recently enacted regional 
transportation and housing sales and use taxes. See the statutes expected to be codified as follows: 
Minn. Stat. § 297 A.9915, subd. 2 (transportation/transit), and § 297 A.9925, subd. 2 (housing). The 
Council has had property tax levy authority since its creation in 1967. See Minn. Stat. § 473B.08 (1967). 
The Council also had property tax levy authority for debt service of the former Metropolitan Waste Control 
Commission and the former Metropolitan Transit Commission, both of which former commissions' 
functions and duties were transferred to the Council in 1994. See generally 1994 Minnesota Laws ch. 
628. The Council's taxing authorities include: 1) general property tax levy (Minn. Stat. § 473.249, subd. 
1 ); 2) Right-of-Way Loan Acquisition Program (Minn. Stat.§ 473.167, subd. 3) ; 3) Livable Communities 
Act Programs (Minn. Stat.§ 473.254, subd. 5(b)); 4) Wastewater Treatment Systems Obligations (Minn. 
Stat. § 473.541, subd. 1 ); and 5) Metropolitan Area Transit Tax (Minn. Stat. § 473.446). These property 
taxes are subject to levy limits established by the Legislature. For decades, the Legislature has also 
authorized the Council to issue bonds for capital purposes. Those bonds have been backed by the full 
faith and credit of the Council. 

To the extent that there are any questions about what the Legislature intended, or whether the 
Legislature's grant of authority to the Council is somehow unconstitutional, those are issues that are 
appropriately addressed to and answered by the Legislature. 

Sincerely, 

(J.-- k- fl __ 
Ann K. Bloodhart 
General Counsel 

cc: Metropolitan Governance Task Force Members 

Metropol itan Council (Regional Office & Environmental Services) 
390 Robert Street North, Saint Paul, MN 55101-1805 
P 651.602.1 ooo IF 651.602.1550 I TTY 651.291.0904 
metrocouncil.org 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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The Case for Regional Institutions 
Advocates of planning and scrvtcc provision on a regional scale often :irguc th3t 
such regional governano: \,ould be more cffilient. Many of 1hc :,.ervkes th.it are 
best planned at a rt>gional le,d are also best provided at th(' c.ame le,el Requir• 

ing IJXal funding of re~;onal imprm,cmcnts would result in o mism.:itch between 
the costs and the benefits. regional governments with t;1Xing :rnthority can )pre.id 
the costs equuab!y around the region Creating a regional plan for orderly m• 
fr,1)lfULIU1c pruv1)ion, ticJ to a land use plan, can also reduce per capita costs 

(Orf1eld 200:Z) 
By rontrnst, highly fnigmcntcd loc:il government systems cre:ite incentives 

for local areas m compete for auivitie, 1hat proviJe hi~h ta'< revenues and low 
service cos1s. such as office parks, mdustrrnl dcvclopml'.'nt, ancf ex)'X'n~M-'' ,;u,gle
fam1ly homes. from .i regional pcrspcct1vc, the resources expended 111 such com
petition contribute little or nothmg 10 the economy. lntcrlocal <ompcrniun lan 
also crNh? vicious cycles of decline in places th.it lose desirable uses {Orficld 

2002). 
Planning for regional ,;r1cm~ can avoid dur· ica1ion and produce efficiency 

and equity. For example, indi"idual municip:ihties htave no incentive to include 
afford:ible housing because i1 provide) few tax rcwnui:, aml high sen;ice costs 

at the local level. I he costs of providmg afford1b!c hou~1ng arc endured locally. 
whereas the b(onefiu arc l.ngcly regional. Integrating afford.iblc housing 

throughout a region, then, requires regional planning. Similarly, .:11luwi11g puidy. 
local dcdsions on 1he s iting of wastewater tre:itmcnt faC1ht1es rould lc11d to neg
ative effects on adjacent kx:,1lities. rinally, certain components of 1rnnsp0rtation 
~y,;t('m,; mu,;.t meN the navel needs of residents from all o,er a metropolitan 

area. The benefits ::ire regional; 1htreforc the pl.mning is best done rl'gionally. 
There lS aho growing J\,·arenl')) 1ha1 rL1;ion:.. not localities, arc the com pet· 

itive unit in nat1on:1I and 1nternat1onal compct1t1on. Firm$ dt'cid1ng where to lo
cate. expand, or rdoc:m· evaluate entire metropolitan bbor and housing markets. 

not local areas. Regions 1hat can improve the operation of il1L~..- markl•t1, )tau<l 

to g:11n in interregional competilion for economic act1v1ty 
Finally, regional governance and planning can be used to address equity 

1SSl1e-<;. not currl"ntly addressed ma sys,em of local fragmeniation. The capa

cities of local government~ to finance public services vary dramatically from 
plale to plalc. Th~ lowc)t•inLOme areas when• public service needs are greatest 
usuJlly arc the places with the least ability to rai,;t' revenues tn finance ser"i~s. 
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R1..•gio11-wide provision of services can case fiscal inequities by spreading the CO)l 

of "'{'rviC't"'-acro-;~ the full inoomespectrum, and rcgula1ion of metropolitan hous
ing and l.ibor rn,ukcts ran trump IOCl. incentives 1oward cs:du)ionary behavior 

in hight:r-im.01m:, higl11:r--u11ponunity 1..ommunitics. 

Metropolitan Planning Organizations and 
Regional Governance 
Mctropoli1.1n pbnn1ng org..1nizations (MPOs) arc the most widcsprc,,d form of 

regional governance in the Lnitcd Stales t0<fay. Created 10 a>sist with fedcral 
tr3nspomnion pl3nning. they :ire r1$ponsiblc for developing long-r:ingc tr:ins

port.1tiun pl.111~ ,uul hold 1hc authority to approve or deny mue and loc:il appli
cauons for tran~portauon :iid (FN!ernl-Aid Highway Act of I 9H; Weiner 1992;. 

The passage of the lntcrmodal SurfoccTnmsportation Efficicn,y Act jlSTEA) 
in 1991 ~nhanced MPOs' role in r1..'8iunal t:uur<linatiun .:rn<l phmning. ISTCA al
lowed MPOs discretion to use h!'dcral Highway Trust Flmd mnnry and gl'nl'riil 
funds appropriated 10 various highway programs for other projcc1s, including 
recrcationJI trails, pedestrian and bicycle fadli1ies, oongcHion mitigation. air 
quality prosrams, and m:iss trnnsit. 

Some '.'v!PO:. havl· Jlo-0 taken on additional responsibil11ies, including airqu:il-
1ty ronformny plannrng. local and reg:onal crnnomicdcvelopment, land use plan 

rcvici.\· and coordinouon, ridcsharc services, and rcsional demographic ,rnd c-co
nomic forecasring. A few Mi>o~. indu<li~,g 1ho:.I:' i11 Si:.ntll'., San Diego, Los An• 
gclt>s, and Ocr-i;er, alw condun hmued, voh1n1ary lard U'-C and gm,u~ 
man:igement plannmg and have the authority (given by st.lie mandate) 10 re
\.icw the land use and transportation plans of local jun:i<limon) to en)ure that 
they arc coordinated :ind comply with st:ite goals and laws 

In some rases, the functions that MPOs serve arc embedded in multipurpose 
f;O\'('rnmenrs that pmvtde a varit"ty of services at the regional lcq!'L Regional 
multipurpose go,·crnmcnts arc mc~nt to provide the same types ol economies at 

the rcg;onal )t:ale that munilip;il guve1 nmi:nh <lo at the lo~al scale. The Twin 

l iti1$' Metropoht:in Lounc1I and Portland',; Merro arP thP only exisung multi
purpose regional governments in the United States.1 These governments do not 

anempt to duphrate or rcpl3ce l<Kill government )Cr\'ite>. h1:>1ea<l. thq. ha,·e c,c• 

tensive .1uthority for planning and policy r~i<'w, cspec,ally rehrcd to pl;mnmg 
for mc1ropolitan gro\\th They also deliver certain servi,cs that are more cffi 
<iently provided by a regional government, including tr::insporta1ion planning. 
The following sections examine tht" \-tetropobun Coun,:1 and Metro to see how 
wdl thi:)' haw been abl.: to ;,1Jdress equity issu~ and create new efftciencie, on 

a regional scale 
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Case Study: Twin Cities Metropolitan Council 
ht' ll'l1n (.111'"" \ierror,r1l1t.1n Cruool i) a~ l.t"l" )lu1h of reg1oral govern 

ancc in tflc Lnitcd Stair, tor a ,:anct y of rcJson-. T.1hlr 2.1 ,;h lWS wry clearly 
tlut t!le co..indl sa\l') uwa· wlct th.an .tny othcr rnJncil 1n the l"-1..'nty-hc 

brg\-.t met~c,,f'Oluan area-. tTo~ \1Nropol,ta:i Couool .1h-00J"l'.l•tes in one of the 
mo:.1 fraf;_nwntcd lo..:a l government S)Stcm, 1n the muntry, pr,,...._•ntmi,; the coun~ 
c1T v.11h mon~ d·ffi.:uh C'tlOrdin,mon p:ol•lem, tl.ian mo~t rcg1(1n.il bodi\~~-

History 
·\ <.pun of rq,;101 JI lw1)1.:ution dcvdopcd ~ltlwly but teJdilv ,nth<' Jw1n l.t1es 
O\w uver.il d«ad~. a n11m'.'lt'r of region.al org.an11auun~ \\\.",c omu·J. ,ndud 
.11~ the Twin C111es S11ni tar) DiHrict (193.J), the Mct~opol11.1n A1rporu Com• 
mli~Mn {l~-11 the \k:mpolit,1. Are.a Sports Committion J 1956) the Tw n 
C111e, \ict~optiliun 1-'bnn,n~ Cnmmh\111n , 19571, .md the \1t·1topol11,m \fo,. 
qu1tu Conuol Dist~i,11 1958). The r('quircmen1, by the fodernl gov.-rnnwnt, of 
\11'() O\f"Nght of 1r.1n~ronat1l•n plJ:1:1,1 ~ ~pura·d further ina·rc,t in a ll'~·orul 
boJy ,1nd p0\'\.J the w.i~-for the u·ea110n or thf" \frt·opolitan (. ouool (hc11:-..af1c, 
Met Cuuntil) in 1967 

",,n,e 1t~ c!'l"mon ,he :\1et ('ouncil hu gwwn iu l,o1h sitt' ,md score. Orig, 

n,1\ly formed ..u .1 001Kd1nJti'1g body wnh ooaut~()r1ty to pro\1Je~n1ce or H.'1 
poh.:y (Nafialin 1986}, 1t hJ~ , iuu• 6':cn able 10 cxpanJ HS ovcr5ight. In 197-1 11 
rf'(c1vni !he authority to appr0\'t' th«- \frtropob.an Tran)i: Cv111111i,;mn's and 
t~e Mctropol11.:m W.ure Cor.i!mS! ion·, bod-;ets and lo11g-ran.;«- plan-. ,11\II to ap
point th<> m1•mbcrs of these commi~)iun-.. In 1976 the state lcg1sln1urt' t,;Jvc tht' 
\1ct Coun,;il thr aurhority 10 ad<,pt a ~cumpf't'ht'nmr dcvelopml'm KULJ\:"' fo, 
the mietropul.un area •rd the abil11y to m,,d1fy thr u1mp~eh'fli.1,>e rhiM of lo..·al 
sowrnmcn1-. (M rn. ';tat.§§ 473.f\51-473.872; N.ift,llin 19861. /\ 1994 ,HI gave 
1hr \kt Council t~ furio:honsof tht' \1ctrnpoliun Tran~,, Commission, R~ion.tl 
Tra'1s1t BoorJ. ,md Mctrnpo.i:.in Wast<' Ct1n1rol Comm. 6K>f'I 

Currenr Responsibiliries and Final Capacity 
In addn ion IO re1,;ion.tl (omprchcn,ivc pl.inning. the :\-fot Coun..:111~ rl,r-•n~,:,,it~ 
for prov1d1ng rrg,onal <trvices and for uvc1,1..'t'in~ tlw \.1etrop<1l11an L:r\,iJn Sen· 
i.:e .\rca, which pro\tdts r~1onal ~rvK!?', :md fan·mc~ Ulllfor ns Jun,J ltion 
(\iecropohtan Coun\il 21XH). T:"\c Met Council cng.t~""5 in tr,1nspor1:1t1\ln plan 
ninK as rhc Ml'O for tht> Twin Cuics region, It al~u opcr.itcs most Twin Cities 
tranHt through 1:s \ictro Tl'3'1Stl D,vis·on. lhe MN ( ounnl a(\.I...._-S but docs nm 

mntrol the Metropoli tan Airpo1h Co:r.n::1o)1on and p.1r:icip.1t1..'"$ 1n aviat,on rlan• 
run,.; 11nd Dudgcting. h plans and orentl"'~ the regional wJ)tl'W.ttct )}'~a·m f1he 
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,ugeq p,1r1 c,f its l'>udgt-:) J1"11.:ni,µi,;~ in water >urply pbnruni It t-nt,agt"i 1n r~
g1onal pJrk pl.rnnins and arqum•., and dcdica11:) p.ukland for regional u~s. Fi

n.JII~·, 11 -.cm:) J) 1hc region's hou$1ns :1uthonty • !l.1ctrorohtar Coun1.-il 2008). 
I he ~·l,~t C:nunol's annual buJ~ct is rnughly Sf;50 m1lhon, s1gr.ifmaru ) Je,;s 

th.in that of it~ component count1t•~. <1,hool distrio,, v1 ,itics .:inJ IO\\n>hips. 
llm•,c\er. bt.,Ju,1.: of its role i~ rr,widing r('sionail mfoh•nx:-rure 1te cuun,1I i, 

\'NY Jctiv.: m bond mark('t!"I. In 2005, it, bonded dcOt cxt1,,"CJe<I St b1lbon moriP-
111,m 1h.1t uf its Sf..'\,·n rompvncnt Nunue~ n,mbincd. Re\l'llUI.' from rq;ionJI bor 

mwmg 1-. "(l\:nt on ...,J,tc ..... 11n (76 pcm.--nt), tran~n (20 ~n::cnt), ard parks -I per· 
~nt) (Mt'tropolu:1~ Lou11ci12006). 

Th• wun,:ih rnmarv JQuh.'i!' of revenue 1s ch.vges ti• a,nsuml'r> (or tran· 
si1 $crv1C\'~l ~nrl mt.inicip.1li1ic~ for w,btcwa1c-r ,ollccti(ln and trc,11m,•n1) rl.'~ 

rc,cn1ing 39 ~ran1 of currl'fll n vc-nuc m 2005. H111\n·er, it also recci\'l'$ 

.. 1gn1fican1 a111uu11t) of mt•tH'Y fr(1r.-i the 51311! anJ rl'<lt'rn ~ovemmcm; (2-1 pt'I· 

"-'nl) arid taxe-s J]S ~Tl't'IH) . h as>c.·~•,"::o property ti:IJCCsand r('H~ivu a share of ,ht> 
,1,uc•adm1nb1erc-J Tctor Hhide n< .-..i- 1.n 

Addressing Regional Issues 
INspite 1h..· f,11::11h,111hc Vkt Counal's power h,i .. m.;rro,eC o,·1.:1 tune. 1H ,1.1n« 

on ur!xin ~rnwrh ha~ graJuJ 'ly w ... .1kcncd [ar'.) :n iu hi~tory, II focu~Ni on the 

connce111>0 h.-tv.Hn lard Uk' and ·he «r..i: vf pro, iJ q; )l'J\·1ccs and save- hea,1 
priority Ill Ji1ntin~grow1h 10 1.•xii1 ing infr.u1rnctur(' over ni.'\\ dc\Tlopmt>nt 
lMl-t:ropohun \ouncil 19i5. t9SR). Sinte ,~ m1c 1~ the- \it-1 Council ha< 

b(cn more rduct,1ni to curb urb.ln gro1\ ·h ,md tnCt'CJ!>t' J~·thlt)' :nth<> Twin Cuies 

.,r~a. II~ :tlanmnK dtx:umt'nts, ,lKh .i, Blueprint 2030, h.we mntained )mart 

grov.-th r~t,mm('~ila11on .. and ad\txJ14..,J :-11 ... n~tht'ning 1h(' areJ'f :md use CCKI· 

1w1.1ium but havl'.' olso indicated tha1 1na<"a'-c-d d\'ns:ty is. ~01 J 1.gh priority 

( \h•trop•l1t.an (()Until 2002 RurJI l<.'"'"K ,1)so be,.-ame ll"tt r~1r11, uvc- and rrort 

rnkrant ol l.ugc-lN cxurh,1n d<"vdopmcnt. 

Case Study: Portland Metro 
,\ tho~gh l'onl.rnJ \fem• doc1 not M\:e ,u m.tfl) statutc1ry pcmcrs as the \it1 
Counci1, tlij row\·N .ire ~upponnl b) J ~:•on~ stJtcw1dc pbnn1n,-; l.m, and 11 h:K 

,It wn .a grc-.tter ¾1ll1n~n~H to c,l·r(IS<" rlw row,:n 1hat it h.11~. t.:,11d recent )'Cars 
1t h:,~ hJd J benl·r r\'i..v1J of enfor,in-.; its urb.Jn .;rowth ?O"•'r than 1hr \In 
('ih.mcil hlf had with 1h l 'rhan Scrv:res Arl·.i. Ml':ro i, different from the Met 
Coun.il 111 ,mo:hn 1mpt1r1.1rt wa~. It is an c ecwJ bod}. noc an .11,,pom1cd ont 

This diffcrt•n<l' may part:ally explJi:1 its gre,1tcr \\ dl1ngn\· i to e,\'r,;ise 'h ,f.11tu-
111rv po...,,,r,.. 
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History 
n)c- formation of \~C'lto \\.J,- 1h..- ,-nd rnult of a dt..'(.i4.-,,-lo:\,; cxf)\.·rim(·nt by 

Portland-area gon:rn.1a:nu to es1.1bhsh rl"~ional pbnnmg and Kf\.'.C'C dt.--1.t\.CJ) 

(.\boott ar.d Abbo:t l~I) rrom 1Y571'.1vugh 1966. Ponl:1nd and 1h<' thre-t" 

countic, 111 tht· rt"gion formt'd the Metrorohtan Planning Co111111i):-1Un (Mf'C~ 

which .k'h'<i more as a rC'k"",H11.h 01r,,,i'\:z.tfi )n than a 1rue reglOl\a: plann·ng aj.!en.:y 

(Abbott ond Abbott It.HI. Th(' new r<"gional gu\11.,nmc:nt \,;uo;,prn11..J b)' \·t>t

<'n in \iJ, 197t-i and Ot'gan work J;inuary I, IY/\1 Abbon anJ Abbou 1991) 

Current Responsibilities and Fiscal Capacity 
Metro ha:; lx:c-n ~Jowly .icquinng n(w re,pons1bil1t1('"<;. lnmally u ""• im , \ed 
only with solid wa~t<" rlannin.; fa11.ntuall\·, in 197611 b..ipn 01'11.'ratmg the Wa.,h

rni,;ton r,uk Zoo (AObott anJAbb< tt 19')1) In 19:"9, it t>e\;;1111<" Por1.,1nd't \11'0. 
r~pon~iblc for tran1<11ortation planning. In 1989, ii bef;:in work on 1hl" rci,:11111.11 

urNn t,;ro .... th gwls and nh,l-01,~. i1s frr':l-1 m,,ijor fl'luy into pr~<Tipt1w r~1nn:il 
plann11 ~- R~,t n,il planning hu since becom<" ,,~ primary fum11011 (Metro 2003, 

preamblt"1 In 1995, 1nd Jl{.1111 in :?006, \'otcr-s :'lrJ>ron-d bond mf'1t"u#cs gn· r:g 

\frtro a in.andate :'Ind fundmr, to Cevdop a ipu:111 of r11."i,;1onal park'- In a 1-enS<' 

\ktro •,, J 'g.,\ernmen1-1n \\ollt1ng' for a t.r.'tt' "hm rile \-oter,- a~rl, that .arc

~-<inal approoch 10 a ipecific dl'l.,c1 y is warr,1n1ed" (Gut-iafson IIJ'J4;AbN1tt .and 

Abboct :<rJI ..\'though 1he h-lo11nty \htror'( Ju.in Tr .. r:!-p,..lrlation lnstnct is 
a .,,•pa rate orga1:L..11io11. Metro abo dO<'S tnnsportat1on plann1n~, mduding :1.1n

f I rlannmg. .a-. pa;rt of 11~ \ff'() r~pon1<1l>ilitie,. In .wdit,on 10 pbnn1ng. \lt'trn 
h rcs11011~1b1c for regional sul1J and l1qu1d wactl' d1~IX,)'o.ll, 1hc Ull"l1op<.>.i:an zoo, 

1\~roMt·nt1on cmttr 1-rurri 'Kand cu!turel facil111t-s, res1nnal r,1rkc ,1pen ~J'3Cc1<, 
and r«r,:,ation:il facil1tll'S. In :..ldition, their rc~po1uioili1.es cx:cnJ 10 ratural dis

airer pl.anning .ird rc~pon~c coordination. J,.wlopmcn1 and m;1rke:mi,; of data, 

and ocher fonrnons r11.-quiJl'\I by )t.1:1.: la\,, amgned by the vmcr,;., or tft·clarl-J a 

me1ropoli1.an ronc<'rn" b~ tl,t>,:ounc-1(\1cuo200344 (1, 7jl)). It d0t•11 not h,wc 

control over rq.;iunal ,c"a~c .ind w.1tcr scl"\-·1~ ,H 11rp,ui-.,l anJ 1hu, 11 hJ:- lt">5 

wntrol o,·er "'t'l''-'1<"<"1 than 1h<' \lei Council. which pro,·idct m,lu r('t:innal 
"Cl \.'l\i:). 

Mf'l11,'s bud~et ha, bnT tkscn=-cd a:. •piddling by romp.u,~on 10 many 01hc1 
go,·crnmt·nt:il units" {:\e-lcon 1996). Alm~t h.a.f If Metro's r ..... ·enu~ (-16 pment 

com~ fm:11 ent1.·rpri~ fC'{'s fn)m services pwl·1dt1t by \frtro. Thl' c-nte1pri~c fee~ 
:1pprox1m.uely hJlf of \,hich wmn from \icro't whd ¥>Jste fa,1ht1N. rem.am ar. 

1mponan1 corir,ont'nt (){ 11s ~u~1n('<.-. m<i<kl. Oth1.·1 i111p,1rt,:mt ~,un:c· of revenue 
mdude pr(ircrl"t 1axe1 (19 p,:rrent~ i;rants {9 p,:-r0"'1'). t ,:<i~ 1axo (7 peru.·:it). 

and intergowrnmt'ntal r<"vcnuc~ (5 ~r,cntJ (\tctro 2007.1 , lor fi~rn1 ye.u 
2007- :?<X1A. Metro's b~---et .~dudt·~ JU-.t on:r S12.S null ion 1:-i opi.·nd11ur1.-s. Its 
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total bonded debt in 2007 was 3pproxima1ely S185 million . Howcwr, rhi:. fisure 
does not indudc $227.4 million that \,as appro"ed by voters m 2006 for natural 
are.i:,, p.irk:., .ind :,trtam~, \\hich had not been issued JI the 1ime the budge1 was 

propo--ed (\.1erro 2007a) 

Addres5ing Regional Issues 
Portland's growth m:m,1gement palicy hM calleti for gre.11er den,;111e-; over time. 

Portland ts unusual in its adoption of an urban growth boundary (UCB1, which 
Metro helps develop and enforce. Sm«> rhe innial plan ning pnx:ei.i., LCB ex
pansions have been guided by analyses of land needs. Metro and other govern
ments must show that land within the UCB c.ln accommodate estimated hou5ing 
need~ for 20 year,; (Or Rev. Star.§ 197.296(2)). After developing such an esti
mate in 2002 (Metro 2002), Metro added more th.an 18,000 acres to the UCB 

(Metro 2005). Sime 1hc lar~e 2002 addition to the UGD. Metro has not desi~
nated any new urb,rn reserve land Hnwevrr; it h:i~ :ilre-.,dy :idded a,; much land 

to the UCB as called for in Metro's Region 20-10 plan; it remoiM to be seen 
whether that will prove suffKknt until 2040 

Metro also envisions mcreasmg dcns,11es vmh:n the UCB Twenty-nine pt>r• 
cent of the growth c,,:pected 10 occur between 2000 and 2022 is cxpcc1cd 10 be 
"rdlll"-redevelopmcnt or infill (Metro 2002]. Metro's Urban Growth M:in
.igcmcnt Func1ional Pl.m sets re>comme>ndcd average dcnsitit"S ( I able 12.2) 

C,•mr,1<:nv 

Rc,;ionJl«-nttr~ 

~tJUO:\ communn ~ 

Town«-ntl"N 

M11nsm:t>:s 

Coni.lors 

[111~,IU) II ~-,u 41 .... ~ 

hnu n~1~hN>rhnod~ 

Outer'"''-" ghb<ir!iood, 

Table 12.2 

Mefro'~ rt•c-ommr,,ded m·rmgf d.-ri~ilir, 

2SO proplc ;,era.re 

60 propk p,.-r xre 

4S pwple l"'f ..._,\. 

40 propK' p,.-1 Xll" 

39!)l-op1.- v--• .... , .... 
2ipN>(llrp.~1~N' 

20pn:,plc: pc:, ,(r.-

H prop:e pc:, .in~ 

13 p<'Op:<' p<'f~("rt' 

9m1poyttSp,erane 

9 emp 0)"«-5 ~r x,e 
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M('lro'" 1~,11·~. Wtmn rl.an, h.an: also b...'COrne more focus«I on pro,h nnr, 
a \.'Ompact urb.in form rhr 19➔2 Regional Tra.1~purm1on Pl.in {RTP1, ond 11 
19➔9 update, focused on usi11g freeway 3nd trans:t mw~rmcnn and tra\ cl de, 

ll\Jlnd ma~gcmrnt to rr,.wiJeo1 c.0>t~ff«t.\t' toi1.;t1on to continuing growth I he 
2{X)O RTP 111 le,s tocu .. ed 011 keeping down m~t:. and is more iJco1l1 .. t11.. (1 i:t de 
!>1>(m,.-J to impk mcnt the Region.ii fromcwork Pl.in, wmdl explicitly lmked urb.ln 
form to tran•portation It calls for infrulrUllUf(' inn:·:t:mcnts 10 be focu~ed on 

t~c primal')· \Vfllponent~ ol that pbtff the t'ffllral ot)', rtgtona: <t'nt('r,. 111Ju,,1no1I 
arras, and 1111crmv1hl fo~ilittt'$. The plan abo \:11.lls for ,n,reasing ttansportM1,1n 
chr,,ccs and cl1min:u1ng <k-r,endencr on ore mc,Je of 11,10,portation 

Twin Cities and Portland: Using Regional Governance to 
Address Issues o f Efficiency and Equity 
.,nor «"C'1u•·h ~how 1:1,1 1ht-TMn \U,\.~ .11nJ rur:bnd plac.'t' more cmph:isi~ 1h:m 

other lari,c metropohun areas on regional ,n,tuutions to mana~c 1hc11 regit1n.il 
00Jflomie>J11l1 lwu:,in~ nl.lrkcu Thi, ~ion COm!)are.: 1hc 1wo IT'M.'trt'J"llllan art-a" 
v.11h Q.:h otht'r and, \\h.:rc po$~1l>le. with ochc1 l .. rge m~·1ros to s« h°"" rcgio'.t.11 
outcom~ vary m S<"venl po!icy a reas most dm.'C'lly aff,•rtcd by rei,;1onal gmc. n• 
nwnts. Thl'se mdudc u1bJniz.ation r.1tc, (spr11wlJ, h<,u,.mg alfordab1.11y. raoal ~g• 
r~rM>:i. )ob dunenng an.I JOb ch.arj,?e. 1rad1c COl'l8~1iu1 ,1nJ f1s..:.1I l'qUlt)' 

Sprawl 
Tf'I measure ·pr.iw ,\\(' look at ch3n~owrnme 1n 1he.1mou!ltof u,b.uuze-J I.and. 
1h.1 r.ietr, i-'0111,m att.11 cor.sumc w a«-ommod:ih? pop,1,:111on grew.th T1if' cho-

1cn measure c<rfmt'~ urbJnizrd kmd as land w.1h more 1h.tn one h(lut rg unit r,:-r 
4 ok:rc,, a mc;,~urc roui;hly ~u.al m the definmon :1wd by the Bureau of 1hc C\.'11• 

sus foroutl)'ang rq.;ion, 111 RlC':ropolitan ar.:a ,n 2(XX)_ The ipr:a .... 1 rncasurt> 1-11ht
r.1tio of urb;m land 1n XO) to urban .and in 1970 di..,id\.,J b., the r.1110 of mdn, 
polit,m popul.11,on in 2000 10 mc1ropoliun ropulauon 1n 1970 

Figu-es 12.1 and 11.2 shuv. urb.aniz.i:1on t·cnds in tht Tv..in C111N .ind Port• 
land ~t\\e,m l':}70and 21XJO. rh<' Twin ('1fk'<, txpcnerKtd :rc.:rt ~p1J"l th.in Pon• 
l:md; tlll' t,;JP bctwcc-n urban land growth a nd population growth w,u 
s18n1·1car1ly •~•t·aler m 1ht' T..,,·in \nii.::>. Ti1 . .,, w.u most nmi«able from 1990 IO 
2000. a d,..·,oc!e m which tl-e Met tounol'~ •cl('U'i on gwwth manJgcm~ru "'H 

d1minisiied. In Pu1 tland, the rate 0£ populat ion ~rowth a~lu,,lly e'<.:~de,1 thr raw 
l>I urban land ~~owth 1n the 1%0s and 19<K'.b This ..,,a, n\OSt pronuunccd from 
1990 to 2(XX) whc:i \1cuo bcc.imc more hc:n.,I~· mvol,,•J in rrg1on,1I pl.ann I g.. 

In order to comp.ire Pllt1la:id anJ tnc T"'" Ci:i.:-t t<> r.1ch oth,:-r and 10 ,)thcr 
brgc metro-;, I igure 12 \ "how~ how local government f:il~111cnt.1ti1,n ilnd sprawl 
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Figure 12.2 Pon land K<•81on llou~1ng Devdormem by Ccn~u1 Tr.:a<t l970-2«Xl 

rda1c Ill thl' fiflv largc,t metropolitan ar~l>. Local govtmment fragmcrHJt1<in 
• me:uured a,; rhl' number of 111uni1,.ip.al go,·l'rnml'ntl rer 10.000 rt>,1,1l'nt,; 

I hghrr ll'vd, of pol111cal fr:'lqrr.enm1on art" drarl)' curreb11.,J with ~rt"atcr ~P""" 
rat~. The cun·ed lint' ("PrN,~tccl. SprawlH) ,n Figure 12 :\ ~how,; the curvilincJ1 
rd:monsh1p bl'twC'.:'l'I r•w srr.awl ar.d fra~111cnut1on in 1hc fifty larg~t metro
pu.11,m .uc.u.1 ln1crc~1,ngly, both l,<,rtlanti :1nd the Twin C1u"lo l'xperil.'nce IN, 
i;pr:'lwl 1hJn w<1Lld be l'x~1~-d ~,m the fnigmt>nt.1:10~ of local ~•wt>mmt"l"h ,n 
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Figure 12.3 Frng~n,a1lon and Spra,....J 1n the SO Largest \,ferropoluan Art'~~ 

thl'1r regions. Bo1h rl'g1ons expertenCC'd a smaller ratio of urban land growth 10 

popul:ition growth than otha region, with similar len:ls of frai;menta1ion. In 
the Twin Ci1iC'S, thl' sprawl r:uio was approximately I.'\ from 1970 10 20(X}. Th,~ 
is roughly 15 percent lower than would be expected given 1hc region's high de 
8rce of political fra,Rmcntation. In PordanJ, tin• growth in urb,m I.ind Wih aou
al:y s lm,cr than the growth m popufat1on; th!." ~rnwl ratio was approxima1cly 
0.9. This is rough])' 30 percent lower than would b,:, expect<"d given the area's 

moJcratc Jq;zw of politiu1l fragm~nlation. 
The difference be-tween the two regions is largely th(' rCiult of Portbnd·s 

smaller, more strictly cnfom . ..J CCB. Between 1979 and 2007, the area wi1:1111 1he 
boundary increased less than 20 percent and is now approximatdy -lOO square 

miles Leonard 1983; Metro 2007b). In that time, the population inside the' UGB 
increased by more than 46 pcrcen1 (Metro 2003). II\ \Olllr.l:.l, 1hc Twin Ctit.>:. 
Mcrropo:itan Urb,1n Serv1res Arca (or MUSA)-th<' part of the reg10n dcs1gn.ued 
by the Met Council 10 receive r('gion::al services such as wastewater collection
is larger, grC\\ by 11101~ Jurini,; 1:l::, 1)1..'no<l, ,:u1d :;.aw le~s population growth than 
Portl:md. Theam, m~idl.' rheTwm CitliS MUSA lint' grC"w by 26 percent between 
1975 ond 2007 to more than 1,000 S<junre miles During thJ1 time population in
:.i<ll· the MUSA tsn:w b) about 42 perren1. 

However. rCC('nt developments m Portland put Metro's ability to 1min1ain 
this discipline at risk. Measure 37 was passed by Oregon voters in 2004. TI1e 
measure requires that when a land use regularion reduc._,., the v:tlu(' of a prop-
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IYSk)n d.."Slgn 1ted 

,.11cr «))lcc11on-
11on ~rowth 1h.1n 
; ptiunt bctwf"t'n 
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.Jilitv to mainr:un 
•ttr). m 2004 The 

e va'.ut- of a pror-

crty, th<' owner"J of 1h.11 property N' comp..·ns.1tl'ti for the 3Tioun1 of 1.1e lo~, or 

h,1,c the rtgul,11h>n 1,1o,11v,-d It appl,it.-,, 11.·troocti,·dy 1oany bw pi;t intC"I pl.ice after 
a proper:, u,1,1"1er acquired his or her pro!"""rty (L1bcr '.) 2006). Al1hough a l:uer 
rden:ndum (Mrosurc 't9) M:Jkcncd Me:i,-ure 37. the (omhmed clfa:1 n, :i,11II to 
J1dnminc \1etro's power to r~ul.atc dC'\1.·\ pmt'nt of pl'('V10usly undt',.,elopcd 

land, es~1a\1y IJnd ou1-s1c!c the UCB. Me.uure l7 cknms arc )\.Jttcrtd acl'O$,J un
devt'l,,pn1, sub.1rban ueu, of'tt.,1 non1.on11~oui with .1lre.1dy dt",dopt-d an.·.1~.' 

Almt.Jv m(1rc than 20 C(X) acrt'~ nf land in 1hl· Pur1\and area have had rcgul,1-
11on., modified um.k, the rrc,uurc -an area JUSt u~er half of lhl' w1al 1nc·c~ 
1n 1he LGB be-1,,,ttn l~i9 and 200i 

Affordable Housing 
Growth man.1gcmen1 polKW'>'-U(h 35 xrvw1l1 boundar1e:i .1nd urban scrv1N':trc,1s 
are often bl.un1...J for high hou,1ng ~u Hn~,n de-spi1e die £.1(t 1hat Portland 
.trd 1hc lwm Cu~ ;.1~ 1hew• ?Ulily in,inum·nt,s,tht'irhou-.mgcmtsarr no1 h il",h 

111 ~iunpari,on to tho~ of uther larg~ mem.1). 1 lousinl", in th<! Twin(. IIH.' w,._ 
acrnally more affordlble tha:i in th<! 1wcmy-f1w lu~-s1 ~t-cropol.it.an area" on 
• \·cr.>gc n both !qq() and 2000. In Pun land, orfordabiltt) went frnm bt.-1ng wm• 
parablc Ill l~e Twin Cities in lCNU tn a level sligl,d) lc,;s affordable than in the 

1wen1y-fivt largl.'st 1111.'lro, in 2000. In 2000, the !win Citic~ had J :i.i~1:ific.in1:) 
small...-r pmPom,m of O\\nC'r-occupicJ hou-.1~ .1Hc..1rd.1ble h) houH-hoU1 wi1h 30 

J'l""rn·m of the :c~ional r.-tedi.11 hou~hokt m,--ome-. romp.i11.-J with Portland :and 
the 1weni)'•f1vC' brgc-sr. Fm 1l'ntal h<1using, th-..Twin t111No, Pon:and, .111d the 

1w~nty•f'ive l:arf;\-..,_I ''-'f?OO) haci 11m1lar le,d) .J ifford.,bility (Figure 12 -4) • 

Twin Citiea 

f 40i 
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' ~ 0 +-

~"""- -
Figure 12.4 ~r«nt,g.' o( Hou"t1rg Unn~ Afford.Mc to Hou~holdt with 30 
Pu~\'n\'I of,~ Rcq,(mal Median liouto('holJ :11\',1me 
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ft11h 30 ~,ttnt (I( t'!w Rtgion.11 \ ff'<iin1 ll<1u whold ln,'(lmc" b\· \furidpil I\', 20)0 

Mmt of 1he.-((t,.f.4blc ho,Him; !"tock in the Twin Ciun "ronn•fUra1ed in 11-w 
c:o~ of the cmtral .-i,..,...,although small pocke1) .1boom11n ,uburb,m arc,u (f,g 
urc 12.5).7 Ponbnd dQCs not h,wc eqmvakn1 p<Kkcts I F1g11n• 12.6). 1 lowcver, d,u,1 

on affordable hous•~I( are mu .1uilablc.: for unin«•rponui.'d pc,ruon~ of the fort• 
land mctropolit.-.n area. whKh are l1kd)' 10 contain a su:,,,tJ:1:i.1I purt <·n of 1t1e 
)UJ'ply. 
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Thnc >lJfotJl') >huw th.at l1ou>ing affordability in Portl.md is dose IO th.11 of 
the twenty-five largest metropoli1an arc:1s Unlike 1n ,he Twin f'1tu,'~ and the 
twenty-five largest metropolitan areas, though, housing affordability in Portland 
dropped sharply between 1990and 2CXXl. The reawn for Portland's dl"trc.isingaf
fordability h,1s been a subject of much debate.' Most scholau agree that go\!crn
ment regulation such as zoning ,rnd gro,,th m.1nagement lead, to rising I.ind 
pn«'~ (~ee Black and Hoben 1985; Malpczzi 1996. Green 1999), particubrly when 
it reduces the supply of bmld:tble land (Nelson ct al. 2004). However; some argue 
rhat n:gulation i> 11ot <I> imp:>n3tH a force as market demand Knaap and ~d
son 1992; Ph1ll1r~ :1nd Goodm··n 2000; Jun 2004). Similarly, although it is ap
parent that Portland's housing price$ havc bc-cn rising r:ipidly. it is unclear 
whether the L:GB has caused thts incrt.-a.sc. lndcOO, huu>ing ,1iJj)fClia11un in Poe l· 
land has Ix-en comparable to that of other Western cmes (Downs 1002) 

Racial Segregation 
The degree of political fragmcnution is correkited with racial segreg.11ion, JUSt 
a> it b \-.id, spr.iwl. Figure 12.7 shows 1his relationship in the fifty larges, mc1-
ropol11:rn uca\. Higher degrees of fragmentation arc associ.lted \\ith greater scg-
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Figure 12.7 l=r"5:1wmat1on and S l·gregauon in 1he 50 Larg<"sr Me1ropoli1an Are.,~ 
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Mc.-t:ropolmn An·n, 

n.w11iun, a:. mcarnred b\' the dissimilarity index for white and black rc;1den1s • 
HO\\ev~r, thl" dJita agJm it:ggc,1 that rc>.11>n&l 1..oordi11.11i,,n of land u~ pl.inning 
c.m bK"n the O\crall d,:-gree of iC3rqp:1 ,!"I lhe lw1n \1t1~ and P:mland each 
sh<1w~ lc:.s scgrC'gauon thJn "oulJ bC' e'<p«1C'd gm:n thc,r kwisof pol11~al frag
mcn1ation. Portland's d,~.,umbriry index of 48 is 23 percent lower 1h,111 it~ ex· 
pc-cted :rdex &nd thcTwm C111cs' index of 58 ii 16 p('~,cnt lower thM, 1'Xfll'(ted 

1-i<)\\cver the resuh:. fo1 '-pl"\.ifit rai,.1,1I group!art' lri,s po,ltivc. Iii •~nics in 
~rt:cul.u ,~, .rcre2.;1ni:c rat{'S of ~n-g;a11nn. Th; un be seen b}' dJ1-,,fy.q.; 
n,:i8hbvrhood:s and calcula1mg thc pcn:cn1a-;e of indrvtdual racial groups lw:rg 
1n ~gr.-g,11,;d ,;cttings.10 By this measure, blJdo, ~greg:irn.m dcdined ,l bu m the 
lar~c!I twenty fi,-emetropol1unarca:. in both thc 19~.md thc 1990i.. ln 1980, 
72 per«-01 of b!.k,;; rn1Jcn1:. l1\(•d in ~~rq;;.m:d ~ung~ m thest- metro, on .1v
t-ragc. and 1h1t declinf'd MM\ pcrcenl m 1990 and 66 pcn.ent in 2000 F1~u:-r 
12.8). However, the pcrccn11H;c of Hi:,p;mict and other r.m;--. (largrly A\nn liv
ing in SC'flrC~l(0 d sen:n8:. iru1eJ~ in eM.·h decade, frt m 5610 61 Ill 67 percent 
for Hi~p.1.nu..-s and from lf, 10 !2 •o 29 r,.;rren• for other raC\'S. 

In contr&)t with the" O\·crall scgrcganon inde~ me:nurt"d in a smijlt> y1..·.u; the 

trcncl dau for mdiv:dual races do not louk better in the Twm Citic, an(l Port 
land than in other brsc metr'Oi,. lndet'd, 1h1..• ,;harrof black rc<;idenu liv:n~ in Sl'ij• 

regat~ -.ett111~:. .t.l"toalh· "ent up in the Twin Cities rci;,<.m m the 111905. from 
19 rerttnt to 2\ pettent <;1m1l,1rt)', the ,h;a~ of Hi!.pank-,. ,111J 01la.·-r r.llt-s 11\'in,:: 

m segrtg,11cd ,cttmg:, climbed more r.ap1dly in the regu:>n th..'ln 1n rht> b·gest 
twenty-five metropolitan ar..-a). In wntrut 10 1hcTw1n C111l'5, b!Jcks and 01hc-r 
uci.ll groups 1n Portland b«ame le~,; of,("r,rrgatcd dunng the cniire pl'rioJ. How· 
l"\-eJ Ponl&nd showc-d sim1lu mcrca:>N 1n lln.p.3nic SC-i;UW1tK>n 

Growth in Employment 
Th..-n: \\J~ J ~•eat deal of v,1ri,1t:on in metropolitan growth ntes ,n the I~ and 
2(.Uk. Th• ~r-nd Q\\ .a ~1r.11nuation of 1hr Fr~tbeh-Sunbeh dispanun evident 
in prior d«od~ Tim w3, p.irt1cul.arly true .unong: l;ug,· ffl('trOS From 1990 to 
20C>6.1~e ele\lcn metTtb with tht fastest J(.h gro1,1h rare, among 1hc tw~n:y•li\''l' 

brgest were :n the ~ouh and Wt>~I, .-.nd twelve of the fourtc..-11 ~10.,..cst
g10\\-ing regions "ere in the: Northc:ist 11.rd Midwest. Portland rank,:,d ,;1~1h and 
rht> Twm Ciuc, ranked twelfth outgro"'m~ all other ~orthern and M1dwcs!crn 
mc:ros. 

Con~t)tc:1: with the sprawl .-md :scgrct,;.ltion resdtf, there is .1 clear c1)rrela
t1on Ix-tween rol11ical fragmentation and Job growth 1,111..~ ocross mrtropolit:in 
,rc.u (fo;urc 12.9). The Twm Citits and Portland again <t~rd out with growrh 
r.alf'!' si,;mf'iunily abme "l·.11 would be expcctNI gi\·(·n thcir poLtial fr~er.-
1,11ion. lhc lw1n Cmes growth rate wa~ nearly 1w1cc :hl· e.tpntt·J nte 129 
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per,Tnl verc;11, 16 percent), and Pun bind', ...,ai, abou1 1wo-th1rds h1glwr than ('I(• 

pected {39 ptf'Ol'nt versus 24 perrmr 
One would i:xpnt 1hat regionnl org.1n1.tarion1 would try to rtduce dcu.:n

Hlll:ution rat" and rn e:h'Ourag~ Jl'h du:,tering 1n order to .ivoid new mf~
:-11 Ult Ure nccd.s :md to encourage 1r3ns11 u,;.1ge whenever p,m,iblc. The record 
in rht T\\11\ (nies and Purtl,wd is mixed on 1h~ me.uures 

Tob"c 1:?.3:md l,gure--. 12 IOand 12.11 ,.huwthcd1mibu11on ol jokandpb 
grow1h ratl'f by location in 1hc two regions Bnth r<'g1ons show .i rvughly 50/50 
splu bt-t"'fffl 1he num~r of julK in cluster, .and rhc l\iJ-rbe-r in scaut·rr-d Sites..11 

Each mctroolsosho\\S roughly a qu.irter of duHt:rl.J job, in ccn1rol ,11y JOb cen
ter'-. Jobs a,c derer,:ralizmg m both metros as well· Growth rate,. for job du,
tcN 1ncreue with d1c;1anct from the ,ore. Mowc\·Cr, Ponland show, a bc-uer 
b.tlancc between growth in job clustel"!il and groW1h in Katll'1cJ ~ire 1ob,. The l"-"O 

rat~ are rou!lhl)' ~ul in ro,tland, "'hc-re:1.11 nc,ndu~1eredJotK gre\\ much more 
rapidly 1han dusrerC'\i JOb~ in the Twin Ci111.~ (31 pc~<cnt vcr:sus 14 percen11. 

Figures 12. 10 Jind 12 11 ,h<w. the goograrhy of Jobgrow1h in Po1lland'sand 
the lwm l111n emplo)mcn1 u.,iters. In Portl.::ind, fam~qob cmter gffi\',1h t~nds 
to be 1,miformly spread acro<c: the dcvelopc-d pan uf 1hc rcq1on, and JOb centcl'j 
are often mu1.hcl~rto tht'«>reof thecentralanr.flf Ponbndand SJ"em 1han 
in the lw1n (1t1c~. Wi1h the cxu.'·p11on of the wuthco.st qu:aJr.int of Portl:lnd, 
moder.1te to high job growth rates are found throu~huut 1l1t' region. In thC' Twin 
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Tab lt 12.3 
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Cit1l't JOb growth 1s <.imnger ~ou1hw1.'St of Minn1.•Jpoli~ and we.1kcr sou1h ard 
north~~, of M1nnt".tpoli1. Similar to P,mlard, 1hc- lw·r C111~ :1rr.:1 11."0ds 10 ~a,·e 
c-mplo) nrnt C\'nltn cl~)" bunJk.J nr.u 1hc- cc-rm1I citic>. 

Transportation and Congestion 
In .:on1ru1 wuh other rolicyarc-a!>. all mt:t;~ in 1hc\."Oun1ryarc- re-quired by the 

ftJr.nl go,,-crnmc-n1 w ha,c- rc-t;,<'NI orgamza1 ,,n rbnning ard man.aging fonJ, 
for 1r.1nsp<.·nauoi. r-;u1 ~urprisin~h-, Portland and the-Twin C111n do not ~und 

ou1 m .:omp.n1son1 w th other large metropolitan ,n:.i~. 
TJbl<" 12.4 ,hows 1ha1 bo1fl mem» have belov,-.wernge ll'\.t'I., of conge:,tion 

m ,1:)~lute tenn» bu: wngot1un h,u be-en inac•,mg mort rard-) than .n~r• 
o,;t' 1n 1he 0:-win C.tt('!o ln1ere-snngly hoth theTwm Cmcs a:iJ l\,11l•nJ incn,1 ~ 
fru·w.iy I.me miles bv much ]<."$1 1h11n Jveragt, c!np1te the ract th:ll popul.111on 
was wowing mnr,~ quickly than an:ngl' in 00th places. A possible reason for this 
1s 1h,11 they use ttleir regJOn31 planning cap."<'1l1t•., to rely mon:- tin land u;c JP· 
prOJ1lhcs to nmgotKll'I cootrol than otht'r m.:lnn. 

Fiscal Eqwty 
The d1sp.ar11ies bemt.'\.'11 wcahhie, and poorer local communitie-, can b.<- ea~cd 1n 

a varit'IY of mean~. 1ndudmg chrttt wa}S such as ta'< ba,-e ~h,uing and indir«t 
Am ,tit.~ !-u.:h u rq.:,on•I planrW&Jli to d ~ribu1et.'\:onom1c actl\llY 11rd affonhbk 
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Figure 12.10 Portb"td Rt"g1or1: Joh c ,mwth in Fmpl,,ym,:n1 C'e111er,._ 

huu,in~ more cqui1ab'y. The "lw:n Cilit'S uccs both methods, whC'n:Js Portland 
rd .t-< on more pru.1O1\le pl,1nning ac11v11i~. 

In theTwm L11~. rrM" F.scal Obp,111t1NAct o( 1971 m1-t11u1cd a la'< 00Sl' ~har• 
ing p108i.-un tha, reduces the d1spu1t11"'i be1wccn 1hc 'winneo· ,nd *J<)k'rs.'' 
Ea.:h 1uingjur1sdKCKHl must contr:bute -tO rerccr:t o( 1hc- groM:l 1,.1( i,~ com
mtrc.al and indus1ri:ril tn <apacity sintc 1971 to a rcgioMl pool, which 1, rhen 
sh.ucd b) .11\ k>1..1I go\crnnwrm, '-'llt- a latgt"r proportion ...;ui•~ to munK?pa.liuN 
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Figure 12.11 lwm ( Ill<''- it._.g,on· Jobt;rO\,\th in Employment Ce:uers. 

with lower-than-a\·er.ige market value per capita. This has had lhl.'. effe<t of re• 
ducing inequality by approximately 20 percent. The program wa~ creatt'CI rlunng 
the same wave of regionalism 1ha1 led to the Met Council, t'l!though it is l'ldmin 

istererl by the seven counties included in du: progrdm rather 1han 1111: Met 
Council 

Portland does not ha,.e tmything similar to tax base sharing, but it uses its 

planning and tran~portd1ion pi,wc~ tO achieve similar ends. Indeed. Portland 
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Table 12.4 
Selected lrrln$pOrtation ~tat1;;.tir~ 199.'i--lOO'l 
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M"tropal,1.n Aru (%) 
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Table 12.5 

Gi11i rnrffi<ients for tax capaci1y prr liouseholrl. 
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00 
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- 02 

,)8 
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:,how::, even lower flscitl disparities th3n the Twin Cities, as measured by the Cini 

cor-ffic1ent. Table 12.5 shows that both metros arc in the top five of tlw 1wt.>nty

fivc larg(.'St metros in this dimcnsion.12 

Portland anJ tl:c Twin Ci1icsalso have less inequality thtm would be expected 

given their IC"vel~ of local gnve-rnme-nr fragmentation. The curved lmc ("Predicted 

Incqu1tl11y") in figure 12.12 shows the curvilincJr rebtionship between local 
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Figure 12.12 rragm<"nt~1ion and fi$0!,] lncqudi1y m th<-' 50 Ulrg<-'st \1c1ropolitan 
A~n . 

fr:1gmen1-:ition :1n<I a commonly used me:isure of fiscal in('quahty, the Cini coef

ficiem H Ahhuugh the Twin C1tu:, l1a, the fifth-highe1:>t le,d of fragnuntation 

out of the f'ifry largest metropolitan area<:, "" Gm, co('ffic1ent i~ below average, 

and 35 p<.'N:Cnt below the level predicted by the mt(' of fr..1gmcntotion f.17 com
pared to .26). Portland fares even bc11('r, wirh a Cini wdficicnt 50 ~n.cnt below 
the level predicted (.11 compared 10 .22). ·1 his 1mpl1e$ that f'orrbnd'<: 1.u b,m> ,._ 

distributed more evenly across the region. 

Conclusions 
It appears that the Met Council and \1l'lro have been able to off sec many of the 

drawbacks associated with highly fragmented IOC'll governm<.'nt systems. Born 

metros consistcnrly fared beucr than u thcr larg1.· trctrm, oi: 1hc ouh.omc mea~

urc:, rncluded here-sprawl, segregauon, Job gro\\th and f,,.cal <>qmry--espt>
cially gi,en their degrees of loct1I fragmentation. The clear implication is thot 

regionalism provides a means to enjoy many of the benefits of highly fragmt!nu .. ,J 
systems (smaller lmth of gov<.'mment th:a arc closer to \-Olers, for mstan(e) w1th

ou1 many of 1he drawbacks. 
The romp:uison also suggcs1s that a rt'giom1l t,'<>vcrning struaure does not 

need total control of regionol systems to be effective Dcspitt' ,he Mer Council's 
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grc:itcr authority, Portland 1s urb:mmng land .it lower rates than arc 1hc Twin 
Cities, is less s<.-grc-gated, and has done o. bcuer job of directing new job growth 
toward existing job centcrS. And despite experi1mcing grttatl'r growth rates, ron
bnd ex~rienccd smaller increases in annual hours of clelay rcr trave:er, perhaps 
lh:wu)l' 1h t ransit system covers a wider .irca with grcl'ltN usage rates Finally, 
Port!tmcl',; ta:( base 1s dismbuted more evenly across the region th.in th,1t of tht' 

Twin Cities. 
There are two l.kdy explanations for these differences in the rontcxt of this 

analysis. J.-irst, Portland Metro'~ planning activities are romplemenred by a strong 
state pkrnning program 1h,11 regulates acti\'ity outside Metro's service area. I his 

t>nhanccs Metro's :ib1hty 10 enforce its urbln growth boundary. The Met Coun
cil, on the othN hand, o~rates on its own tn a scven-rnunty servi(t> area that 

no longer indudl's all of the mctrop01itnn ere:i, whi<"h now includes four Min
nt"sota c<mn11es and 1wo Wisconsin counrics outside the cou nctl') pu1\·1t:w. Thi) 
means that dcwlo~rs. potential rc-sidents, and busincsSt"i h:we option<: th:u limit 
the coun<.il\ ability IO pursue a~ressive grow1h managcml'nt activitiC'S. 

~econd, Portland \.1etro is an dected body whos(' r('presentatives must .in
swer to voters, \\ hcrens the Met Council is appointed by the governor lounter-

1ntu1ti\dy, 1his me.ins tha1 M1:110 b the more stable body, bcrause i[s partisan mix 
reRccts the m1x among voters, wh1ch change,; only gradually O\ Cf time. The Met 

Cou ncil, on the other hand, can go from 100 percent lxmocr,llic to 100 percent 
Repablican as the resuh of a single statewidl' elcrtion. Thi) rm:,m::i th-'1 Metro's 
growth manag.-ment activities have been more consistently admm1,;tered over 
time. The <..i~c rnn iibo be made that an elected body i, likely to be morl' aggres
sive than an appointed one berause elcrrc-d offidals may bc more hkl'ly to u:i,c the 
powe~ a\'ailable IO them to show the results needed for rl'l'lcc11on 

Wh:i1 doe5 thi~ imply for megilregions! As metropoli1.rn cronomics merge 
into loo,cly connected mega.region<:, the incentives for interlocal and inrcrre
gional competition arc likely to intensify, not diminish. b('cause a whole nl'w 
la)·er of inter~mctropolitan comp(titivc prtt:.:.me) will be added to the svstem. 
Civ('n th(' instilUtional, cultural, and h i>tonc:il difficuh:ec; a~~ociarNI w11h or

gam..:ing c:itin: mcg.,r<'gions, the best solurion is for metropolirnn level bodies 
to work 1og('th<'r to manage issues of common interest to thc!>!t larg,..r, mou 

loosely connected economics. 

Notes 
1 l'.IPOs1:1a1h1H•~ngi,c"JJJim.Kldl~1Jt~11m ,L11«! poWi:'r5,~uchu~u1kS.,n Di;;-go. lo, 

An8d~,., ,~d Oc,nvt'r. Ht Hg<Jabl)· nolvmg ie'l!O multirurpo11e glnernm.-ntf, :11lthough ,he 
Tl"in C1tit~o.nd Ponb nd ,..,.git1n~l gowrnwcnts rotmnn more po"'·e1ful 

2 T!w Mcuopohtln Council also sci\·,~ a< Thi' h•m ( ,11('~· rq;,mi~ h<-u~mg ~uthomy, a role 
hll~ by nnl) 1"oo,rher oounnls 
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MPO REFORM: A NATIONAL AGENDA FOR REFORMING 
METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE 

 

By Myron Orfield and Baris Gumus-Dawes 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Metropolitan governance needs to be reformed. 
 
The nation’s economic crisis is also the crisis of its metropolitan areas. Producers of 90 
percent of the nation’s economic output and home to 80 percent of its population, 
metropolitan areas across the nation are struggling to cope with the recent crisis. 
Outdated metropolitan political structures are an important part of the problem. Highly 
fragmented governance systems contribute to increasing sprawl and congestion, growing 
racial and economic segregation, and deepening disparities in the quality of local 
services. Reforming metropolitan governance is essential for fair and sustainable national 
growth. 
 
Political fragmentation of metropolitan areas is harmful. 
 
The harms of political fragmentation are many and related. Fragmented political systems 
encourage inefficient competition among local jurisdictions, a process that often leads to 
socially and economically undesirable policies. Cities steal malls and office parks from 
each other, fight tax incentive wars for auto malls, and zone out the poor for fiscal 
advantage in a process rife with haphazard planning and NIMBY biases. This disjointed 
status quo scatters new jobs like grapeshot across the metropolitan landscape, pushing 
metropolitan housing markets even farther afield into farmland, forest, and sensitive 
natural places. As a result, transit, a cleaner environment, and basic opportunity for lower 
income Americans becomes harder, not easier, to accomplish. 
 
Regional institutions can mitigate the harms of political fragmentation. 
 
Effective metropolitan governance can help metros deal better with the harmful effects of 
political fragmentation. Evidence from two metropolitan areas with the strongest 
metropolitan governance systems in the nation—the Twin Cities and Portland—shows 
that effective metropolitan institutions can produce demonstrably better metropolitan 
outcomes for sprawl, racial segregation, job growth, and fiscal equity. The Twin Cities 
consistently performs best in these dimensions among highly-fragmented regions while 
Portland excels among less-fragmented areas.  
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Comprehensive reform of Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) provides 
the best path to effectively upgrading metropolitan governance. 
 
The nearly 400 existing MPOs constitute a wide network of regional organizations with 
experience grappling with the intricacies of metropolitan policy. This network represents 
the most viable and sensible vehicle for nationwide reform of metropolitan governance. 
Reforms are needed to make MPOs more democratic, accountable and powerful. Once 
reformed, MPOs can be engines of smart growth, capable of distributing benefits of 
growth more equitably.  
 
The time is ripe for metropolitan reform. 
 
The national crisis has created many opportunities for metropolitan reform, but they will 
not be around for long. Right now, the federal government is more involved in the 
national economy than at any time since the Great Society initiatives of President 
Johnson. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 has already 
introduced a hefty federal stimulus package to help the ailing economy. However, if the 
administration continues to spend the money in a haphazard way, a golden opportunity 
for reform will be missed. The federal government should build incentives into the 
stimulus funds to reform metropolitan governance systems in order to better coordinate 
various federal policies at the metropolitan scale. Resources pouring out of the federal 
government under ARRA can still be effectively leveraged for metropolitan reform. 
 
There is growing political momentum for metropolitan reform. 
 
The Obama administration is clearly open to federal restructuring of metropolitan 
governance structures. It has already pushed for an important political initiative at the 
federal level that lays the groundwork for metropolitan reform—the Sustainable 
Communities Initiative. The Initiative involves an interagency partnership among three 
federal agencies to better coordinate federal transportation, environmental protection and 
housing investments and shows great promise for streamlining and coordinating federal 
policy on metropolitan issues. It is a potentially valuable policy vehicle for 
comprehensive metropolitan reforms. 
 
Influential members of the Senate are also pushing legislation that can facilitate 
metropolitan reform. Housing and Urban Affairs Committee chairman Christopher Dodd 
recently introduced the Livable Communities Act which is designed to coordinate federal 
housing, community development, transportation, energy, and environmental policies to 
promote sustainable development. By promoting regional planning for livable 
communities and the adoption of sustainable development practices, the Act meshes very 
well with the Sustainable Communities Initiative.  
 
The House is also at work on these issues with the Surface Transportation Authorization 
Act of 2009 (STAA). Historically, transportation has been a primary avenue for 
metropolitan reform. STAA continues this tradition by suggesting a number of changes in 
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the organization of MPOs. These changes have significant implications for how 
powerful, accountable, and democratic MPOs will be in the future. 
 
STAA aims to be much more than just another 6-year extension of the federal 
transportation budget. It involves a major overhaul of existing federal transportation 
programs as well as some significant institutional changes at both the federal and 
metropolitan levels. Reforms include introduction of new offices and programs like the 
Office of Livability, the Office of Intermodalism, and the Metropolitan Mobility and 
Access Program which have the potential to be levers for regional governance reform if 
they are given the necessary resources and power.  
 
Crises often generate the political will to undertake reform. The administration’s 
Sustainable Communities Initiative in combination with the Livable Communities Act 
and the Surface Transportation Act of 2009 provide potentially powerful policy vehicles 
which can make comprehensive metropolitan reform a reality. The federal government 
should combine the unprecedented opportunities offered by the current crisis to usher the 
nation’s metropolitan areas into the 21st century by building more cohesive and effective 
metropolitan governance structures.  
 
 
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 

A. MAKE REPRESENTATION ON MPO GOVERNANCE BOARDS MORE 
DEMOCRATIC. 
 
 
Voting structures of MPO governance boards are highly undemocratic across the nation. 
Urban residents of metropolitan areas are generally underrepresented resulting in 
suburban interests largely determining the course of transportation investments. 
Undemocratic voting structures within MPO boards hurt metropolitan areas in a number 
of ways. They skew regional transportation investments, disproportionately committing 
transportation funds toward projects benefitting over-represented areas. Over-
representation of suburban districts in MPO governance boards has been shown to lower 
a region’s investment in public transit, for instance, limiting the transportation options 
available to metropolitan residents, especially those in metropolitan cores. 
Disproportional representation on MPO boards also undermines the effectiveness of 
MPOs by eroding their institutional legitimacy. 
 

• Policy Recommendation 1: The STAA should make the recertification of 
MPOs conditional on proportional representation (based on population) of 
central cities, fully developed suburbs, and developing suburbs on MPO 
boards. 

 
Voting structures of MPO governance board should be reformed to address the growing 
complexity of the nation’s metropolitan areas. Metropolitan politics often boil down to 
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the politics among three distinct “communities of common regional interest”: central 
cities, fully developed suburbs, developing suburbs. Each of these three groups is an 
essential part of a larger metropolitan machine, and each needs to be fairly represented in 
regional governance structures for the region to operate effectively. 
 

• Policy Recommendation 2: The STAA should require that MPO board 
members be composed of representatives who are accountable primarily to 
the metropolitan area’s citizens.  

 
Most MPO boards are composed of members who were elected to a different political 
institution, usually a municipal office of some sort. While these representatives are 
elected to serve their local areas, they usually are not specifically elected for the regional 
board. Voters therefore evaluate them primarily on their performance in their primary 
job—as a city council member or mayor, for instance. They should instead be held 
accountable based primarily on their performance on the metropolitan issues handled by 
the MPO. For metropolitan concerns to receive the attention merited by their importance, 
board members of MPOs should be directly elected or chosen by some other means that 
ensures that representatives are evaluated solely on the basis of their performance on 
metropolitan concerns. 
 
 

B. MAKE MPOs MORE ACCOUNTABLE. 
 
 
Democratizing voting structures on MPO boards goes a long way toward making MPOs 
more accountable. Yet, metropolitan constituents and the federal government still need a 
number of accountability metrics they can use to monitor the progress of MPOs in 
solving regional problems and achieving regional goals. These regional goals are many 
and interrelated, and accountability measures should therefore include land use, 
transportation, housing, and environment. The STAA makes important strides toward 
enhancing accountability for MPOs by requiring that MPOs “implement a system of 
performance management” as part of their recertification process. However, the draft bill 
falls short of specifying the required performance measures. 
 

• Policy Recommendation 3: The STAA should include the following 
accountability metrics to hold MPOs across the nation to the same 
standards: 

 
i. the effectiveness and sustainability of land use policies—measured 

by a sprawl index that calculates the increase in urbanized land in 
relation to population growth; 
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ii. the fairness of affordable housing distribution in a region—
measured by the percentage of affordable housing in moderate- to 
high-opportunity communities;1 

iii. the extent to which a region is racially and economically 
segregated—measured by traditional measures such as the 
dissimilarity indices or the percentage of low-income people 
(students) and people (students) of color in segregated 
neighborhood (school) settings; 

iv. the extent to which job growth is clustered to promote multi-modal 
transportation options and transit-oriented development—
measured by percentage of jobs in high-density job centers; and 

v. the extent of fiscal inequality in a region—measured by the Gini 
coefficient for local tax-bases. 

 
 

C. PROVIDE MPOs WITH THE NECESSARY POWERS. 
 
 
Most MPOs still lack the comprehensive metropolitan planning powers that are needed to 
tackle challenging metropolitan issues. Transportation planning powers are only a subset 
of the legal capacities MPOs need to govern their metropolitan areas effectively. Without 
the legal authority to do comprehensive metropolitan planning beyond transportation 
issues—planning affecting land use, housing and waste water collection and treatment, 
for instance—MPOs cannot really affect the most powerful forces shaping their 
metropolitan areas. Demanding accountability from the MPOs without sufficiently 
empowering them sets them up to fail. 
 

• Policy Recommendation 4: The STAA should be amended to directly 
empower MPOs with specific comprehensive regional planning powers and 
the power to review local plans.  

 
The STAA imposes fairly stringent performance standards on MPOs without 
empowering them to meet their goals. The STAA should require all MPOs to develop 
metropolitan land use plans for the orderly development of their regions. These plans 
should include an overall metropolitan development guide with specific regional systems 
plans for transportation and transit, housing, and metropolitan sewer and waste water 
management. The plan should also include a designated urban growth boundary or urban 
services area to ensure orderly, contiguous growth patterns. Coupled with this, MPOs 
should be required to control development outside the urban growth boundary or urban 
services area to avoid leapfrog development.  
 
In order to protect emerging MPO powers from existing institutions, the STAA should 
specifically define the authority of MPOs in relation to local governments and state 
                                                 
1 Lukehart et al. developed an opportunity index to classify local communities according to their ability to 
offer a number of opportunities to their residents (Lukehart et al. May 2005). This method can be used to 
identify moderate- to high-opportunity places in the nation’s metros.  
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agencies such as the state departments of transportation. For instance, MPOs need to be 
able to prevent local actions from undermining the metropolitan plan. The most direct 
way to do this is to give MPOs power over federal resources coming into the metro—the 
power, for instance to withhold federal transportation funding from local areas whose 
local plans are not consistent with the comprehensive metropolitan plans designed by the 
MPOs. Similarly, the STAA should redefine the authority of state departments of 
transportation in the allocation of transportation funds, explicitly limiting their 
involvement to an advisory capacity within metropolitan areas. The STAA should give 
the discretion to allocate all federal transportation funds within individual metropolitan 
areas exclusively to MPOs, explicitly stating that the state departments of transportation 
shall abide by the MPO’s decisions within a metropolitan area. 
 

• Policy Recommendation 5: Alternatively, the Livable Communities in 
combination with the STAA could be a vehicle to enhance the power of 
MPOs indirectly. 

 
MPOs could be given additional comprehensive planning powers through a combination 
of institutional changes at HUD, amendments to the STAA, and the reestablishment at 
the federal level of the A-95 review process. First, the Livable Communities Act 
introduced by Senator Dodd of Connecticut could be used as a vehicle to authorize HUD 
to require metropolitan areas to enact comprehensive regional land use and housing 
plans. Second, the STAA could be amended to require MPOs to formally coordinate their 
transportation plans with HUD’s comprehensive regional land use and housing plans. 
Third, MPOs could be empowered with the authority to review and override local land 
use and housing decisions through the reinstitution of A-95 review process at the federal 
government level. 
 
 

D. RESTRUCTURE METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE BY BREAKING POLICY 
SILOS AT THE FEDERAL AND METROPOLITAN LEVELS 
 
 

• Policy Recommendation 6: Either the White House Office of Urban Affairs 
(WHOUA) or the Interagency Council on Sustainable Communities should 
lead the structural realignment of federal agency programs at the 
metropolitan level by being the driving force behind the Sustainable 
Communities Initiative. 

 
Policy silos at the federal and metropolitan levels impede effective metropolitan 
governance. Federal government programs need to be reformed to encourage breaking 
these policy silos and to better streamline federal policy initiatives at the federal and 
metropolitan levels. While the administration’s Sustainable Communities Initiative is a 
great step toward breaking federal policy silos, the Initiative fails to formalize the 
cooperative arrangements among federal agencies at the appropriate institutional level. 
The Initiative needs an institutional driver, an agency other than HUD which is 
authorized to explicitly coordinate the work of federal agencies on metropolitan policy.  
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The Livable Communities Act can be a useful vehicle in establishing such an institution. 
The Act would establish a federal Interagency Council on Sustainable Communities 
including representatives from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the 
Department of Transportation, the Environmental Protection Agency, and other federal 
agencies to coordinate federal sustainable development policies. This Council could be an 
effective force behind the Sustainable Communities Initiative. Alternatively, the recently 
created WHOUA could play a similar role. The Office, which approaches urban issues 
from a strictly metropolitan perspective, could play a leading role in institutionalizing the 
Sustainable Communities Initiative. WHOUA is authorized to work with and coordinate 
the policies of ten federal agencies and is uniquely positioned to develop linkages among 
federal policy silos. 
 
Whether it is the Interagency Council on Sustainable Communities or the WHOUA, a 
leading agency behind the Initiative could be an effective institutional lever for 
comprehensive regional reform by performing three crucial tasks. First, it should work 
with a number of federal agencies to expand the number of agencies participating in the 
Sustainable Communities Initiative. Second, it should oversee the implementation of the 
Sustainable Communities Initiative by acting as the arbiter of potential conflicts that 
might emerge among these agencies. Third, it should be the driving force behind the 
Sustainable Communities Initiative by pushing for institutional reforms that would 
further streamline policy making at the metropolitan level.  
 

• Policy Recommendation 7: In order to promote equitable and sustainable 
metropolitan growth, the Sustainable Communities Initiative needs to 
substantially reform existing federal policies so that they no longer 
undermine each other. 

 
While the Sustainable Communities Initiative is a very positive step, it will not achieve 
much unless it reforms federal policies that contribute to current metropolitan problems. 
For the Initiative to be an effective lever for metropolitan reform, it needs to streamline 
federal programs so that they do not work at cross purposes. For instance, while HUD has 
been working to revive urban areas through its Community Development Block Grant 
(CDBG) programs, federal transportation policies have actively undermined these efforts 
by constructing highways that encouraged suburban flight from urban areas. 
 
In fact, federal transportation policies have done more than simply undermine federal 
housing policies. They have actively driven sprawl and inequality in the nation’s metros. 
Along with regional land use decisions, federal transportation investments created many 
opportunities for exclusive communities to gain the greatest share of their region’s 
business and residential tax wealth as these communities actively undermined fair 
housing and furthered racial and economic segregation. The Sustainable Communities 
Initiative should encourage a realignment of federal policies so that they reinforce, rather 
than undermine, each other. The Initiative should be instrumental in reversing federal 
transportation and housing policies that continue to undermine fair housing in order to 
promote regional equity and expanded opportunity for all metropolitan residents. 
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• Policy Recommendation 8: The STAA should be amended to add more detail 

and substance to the metropolitan planning process so that it works more 
effectively to make livability and sustainability a metropolitan reality. 

 
The STAA does not require any formal coordination between transportation, housing, 
and land use planning despite its strong language on expanding the scope of  metropolitan 
planning and strengthening the planning powers of MPOs. It not only fails to provide 
substantial incentives to coordinate these policies but also falls short of specifying 
incentives to help meet the extensive metropolitan planning requirements included in the 
bill. The draft bill does not offer any financial incentives to create affordable housing and 
development near transit stops either. The Act should be amended to formally require the 
coordination of transportation, housing and land use planning functions of MPOs. 
Specific incentives such as additional funds or expedited project delivery should be added 
to the Act to encourage transportation projects which link affordable housing and 
development with transit planning. 
 
The STAA should also further strengthen new offices such as the Office of Livability and 
the Office of Intermodalism as well as new programs such as the Metropolitan Mobility 
and Access Program. If they are sufficiently funded and empowered, these initiatives 
certainly have the potential to be levers for regional governance reform. The draft bill, 
however, raises some concerns about the potential effectiveness of these new offices and 
programs. For instance, the bill establishes the Office of Livability within the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHA)—a transportation agency dedicated to one specific mode 
of transportation. This raises concerns about how effectively the Office can enhance the 
nation’s modal choices when it is institutionally nested in a transportation agency that 
exclusively focuses on highways. Rather than being isolated in the FHA, this Office 
needs to be an integral part of how localities qualify for all transportation funding.  
 
Similarly, the Metro Mobility and Access Program has some structural limitations. The 
Program focuses largely on moving cars on highways, despite the fact that program funds 
are also eligible for public transit. While moving cars on highways more effectively is 
certainly one way of dealing with congestion and air quality, it is not a comprehensive 
answer. Any long-term response to congestion and air quality has to focus on better 
aligning land use and transportation demand in order to improve transportation access for 
all residents, not just drivers, in metropolitan areas. The Act should also be amended to 
refocus the Metro Mobility and Access Program on maximizing mobility and 
transportation choices for all kinds of metropolitan residents, including the low-income, 
disabled, and aging. This would be essential for ensuring transportation equity and equal 
access to opportunity as well as for overcoming the harmful effects of racial and 
economic segregation in the nation’s metropolitan areas.  
 
The fact that the proposed bill does not do much to address transportation equity is 
another shortcoming. The draft bill simply consolidates severely underfunded 
transportation programs for low-income, disabled, and aging residents with hardly any 
details on improving the effectiveness of the consolidated programs or on how to provide 
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new funding for these programs. Transportation equity, however, cannot simply be 
limited to promoting public transit. If transportation policy can contribute to the 
hollowing out of regions’ urban and inner suburban cores, it can also play a significant 
role in strengthening these areas. In fact, transportation equity must include active efforts 
to deconcentrate poverty within metros to promote truly equitable and sustainable 
growth. Transportation access from poor and racially isolated neighborhoods to more 
affluent, employment-rich communities is not sufficient to improve the life chances of 
children attending low-performing schools and living in neighborhoods that are often 
associated with poor health outcomes. Fair share housing policies that ensure a more 
equal distribution of affordable housing across metropolitan areas should have as high a 
priority as other policy goals such as smart growth and climate change in federal 
transportation policy. 
 
The federal government has an immense opportunity to restructure metropolitan 
governance institutions in the original regionalist spirit that created the MPOs. It should 
not miss this opportunity to turn MPOs into engines of fair and sustainable metropolitan 
growth. 
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MPO REFORM: A NATIONAL AGENDA FOR REFORMING 

METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE 

 
 

I. WHY IS REFORM NEEDED? 
 
 
Metropolitan areas are poorly governed. This is a serious problem because they are home 
to more than 80 percent of the nation’s population and they produce more than 90 percent 
of its economic output. Increasing sprawl, congestion, racial and economic segregation, 
and disparities in the quality of local services are hurting metropolitan residents and 
undermining the fair and sustainable growth of the national economy.  
 
Metropolitan areas across the nation continue to sprawl, consuming land at rates that 
vastly exceed the rates their populations grow (Fulton et al. 2001). The urbanized land in 
the nation has increased nearly three times faster than the nation’s metropolitan 
population growth in the last decade alone (Ewing et al. 2007). Economic activity in 
metropolitan areas has also steadily decentralized as jobs continue to move away from 
urban cores to suburban employment centers (Kneebone 2009).  
 
Sprawling metropolitan areas experience significant mismatches between where residents 
live and work. As a result, residents in such metros travel longer distances on a daily 
basis (Ewing, Pendall and Chen 2003). Transportation accounts for nearly a third of the 
carbon emissions the United States generates. Despite planned improvements in vehicle 
efficiency and fuel carbon content, the nation cannot reduce its carbon emissions 
sufficiently without significantly decreasing the overall vehicle miles traveled by 
Americans (Ewing et al. 2007). 
  
Thirty-six states, which have either completed or are in the process of completing a 
climate action plan, explicitly recognize the need to reduce vehicle miles traveled (Pew 
Center on Global Climate Change 2009). Yet only 54% of American households have 
access to public transportation of any kind (Millar 2007). Meanwhile, the congestion 
“invoice” for the cost of extra time and fuel in the nation’s metropolitan areas 
skyrocketed from $16.7 billion in 1982 to $87.2 billion in 2007.2 In 2007, Americans 
wasted 2.8 billion gallons of fuel (enough to fill 370,000 18-wheeler fuel delivery 
trucks—bumper-to-bumper from Houston to Boston to Los Angeles) and 4.2 billion 
hours of extra time (enough to listen to War and Peace being read 160 million times 
through your car stereo) due to congestion (Texas Transportation Institute 2009, p. 5).  
 
Racial and economic segregation in the nation’s schools have been steadily increasing 
since the 1980s (Orfield and Lee 2005). Over three-quarters of Latino and over 70 
percent of African-American students who attend public schools attend racially 
segregated schools—most of which also have high concentrations of poor students 
(Rebell and Wolff 2006, p.5; Orfield and Lee 2005). Attending racially segregated high-
                                                 
2 The numbers included here are in constant 2007 dollars (Texas Transportation Institute 2009, p. 5). 
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poverty schools hurts the educational opportunities and life chances of students of color, 
severely undermining equality of opportunity in metropolitan areas (Orfield and Luce 
forthcoming in 2010). 
 
Growing disparities in the quality of local services make it impossible for metropolitan 
residents to have access to equal opportunities. For instance, local communities with 
stronger tax bases can afford to lend more support to their neighborhood schools. In 
contrast, districts with poorer tax bases, which tend to have more students of color and 
low-income students, cannot (Grant-Thomas 2009, p. 8). This creates significant funding 
disparities in school districts.3 In fact, these funding disparities were so severe that courts 
in 28 states have declared their school finance systems unconstitutional (The National 
Access Network 2009). The disparities, which are generally ameliorated by state aid to 
local school districts, are likely to expand given the severe recent cuts in state education 
funding across the nation caused by the current recession (Johnson, Oliff and Koulish 
2009, p. 3).  
 
The highly fragmented nature of the political systems that govern America’s metropolitan 
areas contributes mightily to all of these problems. The harms of political fragmentation 
are many and tightly interrelated. The excessive competition triggered by political 
fragmentation encourages local jurisdictions to pursue socially and economically 
undesirable policies. Cities steal malls and office parks from each other, fight tax 
incentive wars for auto malls, and zone out the poor for fiscal advantage in a process rife 
with haphazard planning and NIMBY biases. This disjointed status quo scatters new jobs 
at the furthest edge of development and in so doing throws the metropolitan housing 
market even farther afield into farmland, forest, and sensitive natural places. With jobs 
scattered like grapeshot, transit, a cleaner environment, and basic opportunity for lower 
income Americans becomes harder, not easier, to accomplish. 
 
With the national economy in the deepest recession since the Great Depression, 
reforming and strengthening metropolitan governance in the nation’s metros is especially 
critical. The country can no longer afford the inefficiencies and inequalities produced by 
high levels of political fragmentation in its metros. Metropolitan areas need functional 
governance systems that would make them engines of fair and sustainable growth.  
 
 
Regional Harms of Political Fragmentation 
 
 

a. Fragmentation is inefficient.  
 
Highly fragmented local government systems create incentives for local governments to 
compete for activities that generate high tax revenues and low service demands such as 
office parks, industrial development, and expensive single-family homes. This intra-

                                                 
3 For example, in the 2005-2006 school year, high-poverty districts in the nation received $773 (8%) less in 
per pupil funding than low-poverty districts. Similarly, high-minority districts received on average $1,122 
(11%) less than low-minority districts (The Education Trust 2009, p.13). 
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regional competition for local development, however, is usually a zero-sum game. 
Regions as a whole experience little or no net real gains from intra-regional competition 
since local governments often merely attract development from other areas of the region 
and at times trigger cycles of decline in areas that lose desirable land uses. As a result, 
highly fragmented metropolitan economies tend to grow less than less fragmented metros 
(Nelson and Foster 1999; Miller 2002, p. 130; Hamilton, Miller and Paytas 2004; Orfield 
and Luce 2009). 
 
It has been long recognized that regional service systems are also the most efficient way 
to provide many services. Wastewater treatment facilities are a good example. Allowing 
local governments to make decisions regarding the sites of wastewater treatment facilities 
can create costly duplications because large centralized wastewater treatment facilities 
are cheaper and more efficient to operate than a number of dispersed, smaller facilities. 
Moreover, myopic local decisions can ignore the negative effects such decisions might 
have on adjacent localities—a negative externality that can only be avoided by making 
regional decisions regarding the sites of wastewater treatment facilities (Orfield and Luce 
2009). 
 
Similarly, the provision of transportation services has network benefits that extend to the 
entirety of the region. Network benefits imply that individual transportation links or 
nodes provide further access to other links and nodes and increase the overall 
connectivity of the entire system (Giuliano 2007, p. 7). Some transportation links and 
nodes that are critical to enhancing the connectivity of the system might not be 
individually profitable from the viewpoint of local governments. As a result, allowing 
regional transportation decisions to be dictated by local governments might prevent these 
network benefits from being realized, generating region-wide inefficiencies. 
 

b. Fragmentation encourages unsustainable growth. 
 
Political fragmentation is strongly associated with metropolitan sprawl and patterns of 
unconstrained, unguided urban growth (Razin and Rosentraub  2000; Carruthers and 
Ulfarsson 2002; Carruthers 2003; Byun and Esparza 2005; Orfield and Luce 2009). The 
unclustered employment growth that usually results from uncontrolled inter-local 
competition for business development makes transit untenable. Sprawling metros also 
experience significant mismatches between where residents live and work. As a result, 
residents in such metros travel longer distances on a daily basis (Ewing, Pendall and 
Chen 2003). The difference between low-density sprawling metros and high-density ones 
is more than 10 vehicle miles traveled per capita per day—a difference of 40 percent 
(Ewing et al. 2007, p. 69).4  
 

                                                 
4 This finding comes from a study which controls for metropolitan growth, per capita income, and other 
relevant factors. Similarly, research shows that “doubling residential density across a metropolitan area 
might lower household VMT by about 5 to 12 percent, and perhaps by as much as 25 percent, if coupled 
with higher employment concentrations, significant public transit improvements, mixed uses, and other 
supportive demand management measures.” (Transportation Research Board 2009, p. 2).  
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Transportation accounts for nearly a third of the carbon emissions the United States 
generates. Research shows that despite planned improvements in vehicle efficiency and 
fuel carbon content, the nation cannot reduce its carbon emissions sufficiently without 
significantly decreasing the overall vehicle miles traveled by Americans (Ewing et al. 
2007). The twin national goals of limiting oil dependency and reversing global warming 
by reducing carbon emissions cannot be attained in the absence of metropolitan 
governance institutions that can curtail the unsustainable, sprawling growth patterns 
encouraged by political fragmentation. 
 

c. Fragmentation deepens social, economic, and fiscal inequalities in 
metropolitan areas. 

 
The fragmentation of local governments fosters residential segregation in metropolitan 
areas and contributes to concentrations of poverty in urban and inner suburban areas 
populated by residents of color (Weiher 1991; Frank 2001; Miller 2002, p. 127). 
Fragmentation directly contributes to residential segregation by encouraging exclusionary 
zoning practices among municipalities. These practices discourage the construction of 
affordable housing in opportunity-rich suburban areas, ultimately generating regional 
concentrations of affordable housing in low-opportunity urban and inner suburban 
neighborhoods (Pendall 2000; Rothman-Shore and Hubbard 2009).  
 
Local land use and zoning decisions strongly influence a municipality’s housing stock, 
and determine what types of people can reside within its boundaries. For instance, 
developing areas can effectively exclude low-income residents of all races by severely 
limiting the land zoned for multifamily development or by requiring very large (and 
therefore more expensive) homes and lots. In competing for additional tax base, 
municipalities aggressively zone for high-end commercial/industrial and residential 
developments because such high-end developments augment a locality’s tax base by 
more than the cost of local services they require. 
 
Most suburban municipalities resist affordable housing because it does not bring much in 
tax revenues while it generates high service costs at the local level. The costs of 
providing affordable housing are endured locally, while the benefits are largely regional 
in scope. Intra-regional competition for tax base encourages municipal governments to 
pursue exclusionary zoning practices, and political fragmentation only intensifies these 
competitive pressures. Only a regional governing authority, with a mission to realize the 
long-term regional benefits of affordable housing policy, can turn this short-sighted, 
harmful competition into healthy regional collaboration.  
 
Exclusionary zoning practices not only result in metro-wide shortages of affordable 
housing but they also accentuate regional mismatches between jobs and housing by 
creating uneven distributions of affordable housing within regions. The skewed 
distribution of affordable housing in metros has significant equity implications. The 
concentration of affordable housing in the region’s core results in concentrations of 
poverty in these areas. This limits the ability of area residents—primarily low-income 
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persons and people of color—to access high quality jobs, schools, and neighborhoods in 
growing suburban areas. 
 
Fragmentation also intensifies fiscal inequalities among local governments. In most 
metropolitan areas, local governments exhibit a wide spectrum of fiscal capacities. Local 
governments with the highest public needs and service costs are usually the ones with the 
most limited fiscal capacities to pay for public services such as roads, public safety, and 
sewer services. Region-wide provision of such services can help spread the costs of 
services across the whole region, and help ease fiscal inequalities among local 
governments (Orfield and Luce 2009). 
 
Low tax-capacity governments cannot afford to match the public subsidies used by 
higher-capacity areas to attract fiscally lucrative office parks, industrial and retail 
businesses. They also tend to have the greatest costs and needs, increasing the stress on 
their tax bases (Orfield 2002, pp. 31-46). In contrast, high-capacity local governments are 
able to offer high-quality public services at lower tax rates because of their large tax 
bases—a factor which makes them even more attractive to most businesses. Only 
regional land use policies can short-circuit the vicious cycles of decline that can result 
from such imbalances. 
 

d. Political fragmentation hurts all types of communities. 
 
Suburban communities in metropolitan areas are no longer immune to the harms of 
highly fragmented political systems. The city/suburb distinction within metropolitan 
areas is not as distinct as it once was. Differences between cities and suburbs have been 
blurred for quite a while, with some older suburbs nowadays having more in common 
with central cities than the newer suburbs (Orfield 2002; Orfield and Luce forthcoming in 
2010). Suburban communities are now very diverse in the ways they develop (Orfield 
2002). 
 
Suburban communities are diverse, but not infinitely so. Distinct groups are discernable, 
based on their fiscal capacities and service needs.  Orfield and Luce have used these 
characteristics to classify communities into several groups including central cities, 
stressed suburbs, developed job centers, developing job centers, bedroom developing 
suburbs, and affluent residential suburbs (Orfield and Luce 2010). Communities in each 
group tend to have similar interests since regional trends affect them in comparable ways 
and they are therefore natural partners in discussions of regional policy. 
 
While central cities certainly continue to bear the brunt of the harms of highly fragmented 
political systems, all types of suburban communities are hurt by these harms—albeit to 
varying degrees. Similar dynamics of racial and economic segregation, loss of tax base 
and inability to compete with new suburbs undermine the stability of central cities and 
older stressed suburbs alike. Many fast-growing suburbs—developing job centers and 
bedroom developing communities for the most part—with modest fiscal resources are 
gaining school age children faster than their tax bases are growing, making it very 
difficult to provide good public schools. They are also often developing faster than their 
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ability to provide adequate roads and sewer systems. Finally, developed suburbs, whether 
rich or poor, suffer from congestion and face challenges in preserving open space as 
suburbs surrounding them continue to grow at a rapid pace. 
 
 

II. WHY IS THIS THE RIGHT TIME FOR METROPOLITAN REFORM? 
 
 

a. The federal government is back in the game. 
 
Regions need help from the federal government for metropolitan reform to happen. The 
history of reform efforts shows that state-level efforts alone are not sufficient to achieve 
this task. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 creates a 
situation where the federal government’s role in the national economy is greater than any 
time since the Great Society initiatives of President Johnson. Resources pouring out of 
the federal government under ARRA can be effectively leveraged for metropolitan 
reform. The haphazard commitment of federal funds without a reform plan, however, is 
likely to deepen the inefficiencies and inequalities created by highly fragmented 
governance systems. 
 

b. The federal stimulus should not be a missed opportunity. 
 
The need to act fast to provide significant stimulus to the economy has so far limited the 
federal government’s ability to restructure metropolitan governance through the ARRA 
(Muro et al. 2009). The government has simply pumped resources through existing 
structures that overall reflected federal policies hostile to metropolitan solutions (Muro, 
Rahman and Liu 2009). It hastily mobilized federal funds without necessarily integrating 
funding streams to enable effective action at the metropolitan level. 
 
A recent New York Times analysis of the Federal stimulus funds directed to 
transportation, for instance, shows that the nation’s metropolitan areas were being 
‘shortchanged’ because of the way the stimulus funds were distributed (Cooper and 
Palmer 2009). Seventy percent of the ARRA stimulus money allocated within the first 
120 days of the act went to states, which have a long history of favoring rural areas over 
metropolitan areas when it comes to distributing federal transportation money.5 With 
only 30 percent of the ARRA transportation funds going to Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations (MPOs), these funds certainly reinforce the existing sprawl-inducing 
pattern of spending disproportionately on rural areas. 
 
Another analysis of the distribution of the ARRA transportation funds by Smart Growth 
America demonstrates that “despite a multi-trillion dollar backlog of road and bridge 
repairs, states committed almost a third of the ARRA STP money— $6.6 billion—to new 
capacity road and bridge projects rather than to repair and other preservation projects” 
(Smart Growth America 2009, p.3). The analysis concludes that the overall distribution 
                                                 
5 The spending bias of states against metropolitan areas is confirmed by a recent study that analyzed 23 
states’ priorities in spending ARRA dollars (Muro et al. 2009, pp. 20-21),  
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of ARRA funds and “the number, type, and location of many of the new and widened 
roads planned will almost certainly contribute to sprawl” (Smart Growth America 2009, 
p. 26). 
 
Similarly, federal stimulus money going into housing programs is likely to deepen the 
racial and economic inequalities created by highly fragmented governance systems. Take, 
for instance, the $2 billion allocated to the Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) 
from ARRA funds. The current NSP has a serious, though unintended, fair housing flaw. 
Program activities are targeted to the areas hardest hit by the foreclosure crisis and 25 
percent of NSP funds are targeted to households earning below 50 percent of area median 
income (Poverty and Race Research Action Council, March 24, 2009). This generally 
means that NSP funds are used to develop low-income rental properties often through the 
acquisition of existing foreclosed properties.  
 
The required or encouraged placement of the lowest income (and predominantly black, 
Latino, and in some areas Asian) families in the hardest hit, often moderate- to high-
poverty and segregated neighborhoods concentrates poverty and deepens racial 
segregation. It is contrary to the requirements of the Fair Housing Act (Poverty and Race 
Research Action Council, March 24, 2009). In other words, rather than help create 
affordable housing for low-income families in areas of opportunity and reduce racial and 
economic segregation, additional NSP funds coming through ARRA are being allocated 
in a manner that has the exact opposite effect.6 
 
The federal stimulus is fast becoming a missed opportunity unless it is accompanied by 
metropolitan governance reforms that can shake the unsustainable status quo of 
metropolitan areas. The federal government should stop squandering this large stimulus 
in a haphazard way. It should use the stimulus funds strategically to establish and 
strengthen metropolitan governance systems that can improve economic competitiveness, 
environmental sustainability, and social and economic equality in the nation’s metros. 
 

c. There are viable policy vehicles for metropolitan governance reform. 
 
The Obama administration is clearly open to federal restructuring of metropolitan 
governance structures. It has already pushed for political initiatives at the federal level 
that lay the groundwork for metropolitan reform. In March, 2009, the Secretaries of the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) announced an interagency partnership called the Sustainable 
Communities Initiative (HUD March 18, 2009). One of the main goals of the initiative is 
to integrate “regional housing, transportation, and land use planning and investment.” As 
part of the initiative, HUD and DOT propose to “make planning grants available to 

                                                 
6 Evidence from across the country suggests that foreclosed properties are widely available in low-poverty, 
high-opportunity communities. See footnote 1 in (Poverty & Race Research Action Council March 24, 
2009). The NSP program can still target the families in the hardest hit areas for immediate assistance by 
offering them rental and homeownership opportunities in high-opportunity neighborhoods, rather than in 
low-opportunity areas. For specific strategies as to how to achieve this, see (Poverty & Race Research 
Action Council March 24, 2009). 
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metropolitan areas, and create mechanisms to ensure those plans are carried through to 
localities,” in order to help “metropolitan areas set a vision for growth and apply federal 
transportation, housing and other investments in an integrated approach to support that 
vision” (HUD March 18, 2009).  
 
In June, 2009, the Sustainable Communities Initiative was expanded to include the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (HUD June 16, 2009). The expanded 
partnership among the three agencies aims to “better coordinate federal transportation, 
environmental protection, and housing investments.”7 HUD is currently working with 
legislators on a bill that will create the Office of Sustainable Housing and 
Communities—an office that will manage HUD’s key relationships with DOT and EPA 
(HUD July 24, 2009). Designed to “advance housing and communities that promote 
affordable, livable, and sustainable living environments,” the new HUD Office will 
provide “technical and policy support for energy, green building, and integrated housing 
and transportation programs at HUD and around the nation” (HUD July 24, 2009). 
 
The administration’s Sustainable Communities Initiative presents a valuable policy 
vehicle for comprehensive metropolitan governance reform. The Initiative shows great 
promise for streamlining federal agencies in ways that can address multifaceted 
metropolitan issues in a holistic fashion. However, as some civil rights advocates argue, 
“unless issues of racial segregation, poverty concentration, and equal access to 
opportunity are addressed openly and explicitly [in this initiative], it is possible that 
policy choices could be made that do not significantly promote fair housing” (Poverty 
and Race Research Action Council April 6, 2009). The Initiative, which certainly needs 
to address these concerns, is nevertheless a crucial step in restructuring the federal 
government in ways that will finally break existing policy silos at the metropolitan level. 
 
The Surface Transportation Authorization Act of 2009 (STAA) is also another timely 
venue to pursue metropolitan governance reform. Historically, transportation has been a 
primary avenue for metropolitan reform (Wolf, Sanchez and Farquahr 2007). STAA 
continues this tradition by suggesting a number of changes to the organization of current 
MPOs. These changes have significant implications for how powerful, accountable, and 
democratic MPOs will be in the future. 
 
STAA aims to be much more than another 6-year extension of the federal transportation 
budget. It involves a major overhaul of existing federal transportation programs as well as 
some significant institutional changes both at the federal and metropolitan level. The Act 
makes important strides in making MPOs more accountable and democratic but it is not 

                                                 
7 The HUD budget was released before the announcement of the expanded partnership that included EPA. 
“The Sustainable Communities Initiative, which would be a $150 million set-aside under the CDBG 
program, would ‘integrate transportation and housing planning and decisions in a way that maximizes 
choices for residents and businesses, lowers transportation costs and drives more sustainable development 
patterns,’ according to HUD’s budget materials. Of the $150 million, $100 million would be for a regional 
planning effort to be jointly administered by HUD and the Department of Transportation (DOT), $40 
million would be for challenge grants to encourage changes to local planning and land use rules as well as 
building codes, and $10 million would be for a research and evaluation effort jointly administered by HUD 
and DOT” (National Low Income Housing Coalition 2009).  
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very aggressive in empowering them. Institutional reforms such as the introduction of 
new offices and programs like the Office of Livability, the Office of Intermodalism, and 
the Metropolitan Mobility and Access Program certainly have the potential to be levers 
for metropolitan governance reform if they are given significant resources and power.8 
 
Influential members of the Senate are also pushing legislation that can facilitate 
metropolitan reform. Housing and Urban Affairs Committee chairman Christopher Dodd 
recently introduced the Livable Communities Act which is designed to coordinate federal 
housing, community development, transportation, energy, and environmental policies to 
promote sustainable development. By promoting regional planning for livable 
communities and the adoption of sustainable development practices, the Act meshes very 
well with the Sustainable Communities Initiative. 
 
The administration’s Sustainable Communities Initiative, the Surface Transportation Act, 
and the Livable Communities Act present three crucial policy vehicles which can make 
comprehensive metropolitan reform a reality. The federal government should combine 
the unprecedented opportunities offered by the current crisis to usher the nation’s 
metropolitan areas into the 21st century and use these three policy vehicles to build more 
cohesive and effective metropolitan governance structures across the nation. 
 
 

III. RESTRUCTURING METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE THROUGH 
MPO REFORM 

 
 
The key to metropolitan reform is to create metropolitan governance systems with the 
powers and the tools to coordinate land use, transportation, housing and environmental 
policy on a metropolitan scale. The most sensible way to boost metropolitan governance 
structures nationwide is for the federal government to reform the existing network of 
MPOs with an eye to enhancing the governing capacities of individual MPOs. MPOs 
represent the most viable starting point for creating metropolitan governance structures 
because an extensive network of MPOs, with important governmental powers and 
flexible institutional forms, already covers the entire nation.9 The federal government has 
historically been very involved in promoting MPOs, without necessarily imposing a 
specific institutional form or representation structure on them. It must now play a strong 
role in reforming these regional institutions to further enhance their capacity to govern 
the nation’s metropolitan areas. 
 

a. Federal Transportation Policy and the MPOs 
 
The federal government historically has played a very important role in establishing and 
strengthening metropolitan governance structures by mandating that local applications for 

                                                 
8 For a succinct discussion of the pros and cons of the STTA, see (Davis 2009).  
9 As Maloney correctly emphasizes, MPOs “are the only federally mandated units of regional government 
which exist, and they may hold the key in terms of developing more effective ways to solve regional 
problems even beyond transportation” (Maloney 2007, p. 7).  
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federal transportation funds be reviewed by a metropolitan agency with the authority to 
produce a comprehensive metropolitan plan (Ensch 2008). Since the 1950s, numerous 
federal laws incrementally strengthened the role of the MPOs in the nation’s 
transportation policy (Lee 2008; Lewis 1998). The institutional powers of the MPOs in 
practice, however, waxed and waned from decade to decade under different 
administrations (Giuliano 2007). 
 
The institutional autonomy of MPOs was relatively limited until the 1990s. Before then 
they either operated as subdivisions of state departments of transportation or as part of 
regional councils of government (COGs) (Ensch 2008). The 1991 and 1998 federal 
transportation acts (ISTEA and TEA-21), however, expanded the autonomy of MPOs 
significantly, giving them unprecedented discretion and flexibility in allocating 
transportation funds (Sanchez 2006). While the Bush Administration did not do much to 
further empower MPOs, it nevertheless kept the previously established MPO structure 
intact through its SAFETEA-LU act of 2005.   
 
As a result of these federal initiatives, MPOs now provide the most extensive existing 
network of metropolitan governance institutions in the nation. Every state in the nation 
has MPOs, totaling 384 nationwide in 2008 (Ensch 2008). However, the functional form 
and organizational structures of MPOs vary significantly from metro to metro. 
Substantial variations in MPO governance structures continue to exist because the federal 
government leaves this to the discretion of governors, state legislatures, and local 
governments (Sanchez 2006, p. 3). The four major types of organizing structures for 
MPOs are COGs, free-standing MPOs, county-level MPOs, and state-run MPOs. Most 
MPOs, however, are either COGs or free standing MPOs (Sanchez 2006). 10  
 

b. Limitations of Existing Metropolitan Governance Structures 
 
All types of MPOs essentially operate through two legal mechanisms. Metropolitan 
problems are addressed either through special purpose governments or through voluntary 
agreements among local governments.11 Special purpose governments and voluntary 
agreements at best provide ad hoc solutions to metropolitan problems. They suffer from a 
number of limitations that limit their effectiveness as metropolitan institutions.12  
 

                                                 
10 Councils of Governments (COGs) are voluntary associations of elected public officials representing local 
governments in a metropolitan area, formed with the purpose of developing consensus about metropolitan 
needs and ways to address these needs (Beckman 1964). Free-standing MPOs are mostly special purpose 
governments that focus on the transportation needs of the region. 
11 (Frug 2002, p. 1788). Special purpose governments, which include public authorities and special 
districts, “are independent public agencies established under state law to deal with a specific problem such 
as fire protection, water supply, waste disposal, or transportation; occasionally, they are responsible for a 
limited combination of problems. Voluntary agreements are contracts entered into by two or more local 
governments, and they provide an alternative mechanism to address the same kind of issues” (Frug 2002, p. 
1781). 
12 For a more detailed examination of the limitations of special purpose governments and voluntary 
agreements upon which the following discussion is based, see (Frug 2002, pp. 1783-1786).  
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Special purpose governments complicate the issue of metropolitan coordination and 
planning by adding to the multiplicity of existing governments. They usually lack 
accountability especially when their boards are appointed or elected by special groups in 
the population, like property owners. They are inefficient in the sense that they perform a 
public function more expensively than a local government. Most importantly, the 
presence of special purpose governments continues to enable the highly fragmented 
political systems that undermine effective regional governance.  
 
Voluntary agreements between local governments suffer from similar limitations. Since 
these agreements typically focus on single issues, they tend to proliferate and complicate 
metropolitan coordination and planning. They undermine democratic control over local 
government functions since local officials usually enter contracts that last longer than 
their elected terms. Finally, like special purpose governments, voluntary agreements tend 
to perpetuate the system of fragmented governance in the nation’s metros. 
 
Effective metropolitan reform requires the creation of metropolitan institutions that are 
capable of producing comprehensive regional solutions. Neither special purpose 
governments nor voluntary agreements are suitable for effective metropolitan 
governance. Despite this, they have been proliferating in number and are fast becoming 
the most common forms of dealing with metropolitan problems (Miller 2002, p. 49; Frug 
2002, p. 1781). Special purpose governments and voluntary agreements are popular 
because they have been viewed as incremental solutions to regional problems—a fact 
which has made them politically easy to adopt. 
 
Far from providing the comprehensive regional solutions needed to strengthen 
metropolitan areas, special purpose governments and voluntary agreements impede such 
solutions. They do so by leaving “permanently off the table the most divisive issues 
facing metropolitan America—schools, crime, housing, jobs, and taxes” (Frug 2002, pp. 
1787-1788). Effective metropolitan governance would require multi-purpose governance 
structures that are legally empowered to tackle these thorny issues. 
 

c. Multi-purpose metropolitan governance structures with strong powers 
produce better metropolitan outcomes.13 

 
Few metropolitan areas in the nation have the strong general-purpose governance 
structures that resemble the full-fledged metropolitan systems needed to integrate land 
use, transportation, housing, and environmental policy on a metropolitan scale. The Twin 
Cities’ Metropolitan Council and Portland’s Metro come closest. They are well known 
for the extensive authority they have for planning metropolitan growth and reviewing 
policies related to metropolitan growth patterns (Orfield and Luce 2009).14 These MPOs 
are metropolitan governing bodies in the sense that they neither duplicate nor replace 
functions performed by local governments in their metropolitan areas, providing services 

                                                 
13 This section heavily relies on the findings reported in (Orfield and Luce 2009). 
14 Orfield and Luce note that “MPOs that have been given state-mandated powers, such as Seattle, San 
Diego, Los Angeles, and Denver, are arguably evolving into multi-purpose governments, though the Twin 
Cities and Portland regional governments remain more powerful” (Orfield and Luce 2009, footnote i). 
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that are most efficiently rendered at a metropolitan scale. In both the Twin Cities and 
Portland, the presence of metropolitan multi-purpose governments with strong land use, 
transportation, and growth management powers has helped curb sprawl and racial 
segregation and has promoted job growth and fiscal equity (Orfield and Luce 2009). 
 
Less Sprawl  
 
Fragmentation intensifies the dysfunctional intra-regional competition by local 
governments for additional tax base. Local governments try to maximize their tax bases 
by zoning most of their land for high-end, big residential lots, or commercial 
development, creating low-density settlement patterns and job sprawl. Fragmentation also 
enables leap-frog development by decreasing the area over which individual planning 
organizations hold power. As Figure 1 clearly shows, metropolitan areas with higher 
levels of political fragmentation tend to sprawl more.  
 
Figure 1 also demonstrates that from 1970 to 2000 both Portland and the Twin Cities 
sprawled much less than would be expected, given their fragmentation rates. The sprawl 
ratios of the Twin Cities and Portland were 15 percent and 30 percent lower than 
expected given each region’s existing level of political fragmentation (Orfield and Luce 
2009). In fact, the Twin Cities had the lowest sprawl rate among the highly fragmented 
metros, while Portland had the second lowest rate among the metropolitan areas with low 
fragmentation rates. 
 
 

 

Less Segregation 
 
The Twin Cities and Portland also experience much lower levels of racial segregation 
than one would expect given their levels of political fragmentation. Higher levels of 
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political fragmentation in metropolitan areas are associated with greater racial 
segregation, measured by the dissimilarity index for white and black residents (Figure 
2).15 Figure 2 demonstrates that the metropolitan coordination of land use planning in the 
Twin Cities and Portland clearly alleviates the degree of racial segregation resulting from 
the local exclusionary zoning practices encouraged by political fragmentation. In fact, the 
dissimilarity indices for Portland and the Twin Cities were respectively 23 percent and 16 
percent lower than expected given each region’s existing level of political fragmentation 
(Orfield and Luce 2009). Again, Portland performed second best among metros with low 
fragmentation rates while the Twin Cities had the lowest level of racial segregation 
among highly-fragmented metros. 
 
 

 
 
More Employment Growth 
 
Political fragmentation intensifies the dysfunctional intra-regional competition by local 
governments for additional tax base. Often such competition merely reshuffles jobs from 
low-capacity municipalities, which cannot afford to extend the expensive government 
subsidies other municipalities extend to attract new businesses, to high-capacity 
municipalities. It rarely produces any significant new regional economic growth. As a 
result, in addition to being associated with more sprawl and segregation, political 
fragmentation is also associated with slower job growth in metropolitan areas (Figure 3).  
 
Once again, the Twin Cities and Portland enjoy higher job growth rates than metropolitan 
areas with similar levels of political fragmentation. In the Twin Cities, employment grew 

                                                 
15 The dissimilarity index measures the percent of regional residents who would have to change residences 
in order to achieve complete integration. 
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at nearly double the rate expected given its level of political fragmentation—29 percent 
compared to 16 percent between 1990 and 2000. In Portland, jobs grew at a rate that was 
two thirds higher than the predicted rate given its level of fragmentation—39 percent 
versus 24 percent (Orfield and Luce 2009). 
 
 

 
 
Less Fiscal Inequality 
 
Intra-regional competition takes place on an uneven playing field where local 
governments with widely different fiscal capacities compete with each other. In most 
cases, high-capacity municipalities are the winners of intra-regional competition at the 
expense of low-capacity municipalities. Fragmentation deepens fiscal inequities in 
metropolitan areas by intensifying this dysfunctional competition among local 
governments, creating a regional chasm among haves and have-nots. As Figure 4 
demonstrates, in the largest 25 metropolitan areas there is a positive relation between 
political fragmentation and fiscal inequality (measured by the Gini coefficient for local 
tax base).16  
 
The Twin Cities and Portland again stand out among the largest 25 metropolitan metros 
with their low levels of fiscal inequality (Figure 4). The Gini coefficient of the Twin 
Cities metropolitan area is 35 percent below the level predicted by its level of political 
fragmentation—an actual Gini coefficient of 0.17 compared to a predicted one of 0.26. 
Similarly, fiscal inequality in Portland was 50 percent lower than the level predicted by 

                                                 
16 The Gini coefficient measures the difference between the actual distribution of tax base and a perfectly 
equal distribution. It varies between 0 and 1, taking on a value of 0 if the distribution is perfectly equal (all 
jurisdictions have the same tax base per household) and 1 if the distribution if perfectly unequal (one 
jurisdiction with only one household has the entire tax base). 
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its level of fragmentation—an actual coefficient of 0.11 versus a predicted coefficient of 
0.22 (Orfield and Luce 2009). 
 
 

 
 
Regional policies such as regional tax base sharing programs or regional transportation 
and land use planning to distribute economic activity and affordable housing more 
equitably across metropolitan areas can also reduce these fiscal inequities. The Twin 
Cities uses a regional tax-base sharing program, while Portland relies on its strong 
regional transportation and planning powers to reduce regional fiscal inequalities.17 As 
the examples of the Twin Cities and Portland show, the two metros with the most highly 
developed multi-purpose metropolitan governance structures fare better than expected in 
a variety of economic and social measures.  
  

                                                 
17 “In the Twin Cities, the Fiscal Disparities Act of 1971 instituted a tax base sharing program that reduces 
the disparities between the ‘winners’ and ‘losers’. Each taxing jurisdiction must contribute 40 percent of 
the growth of its commercial and industrial tax capacity since 1971 to a regional pool, which is then shared 
amongst all local governments, with a larger proportion going to municipalities with lower-than-average 
market value per capita. It has had the effect of reducing inequality by approximately 20 percent. The 
program was created during the same wave of regionalism that led to the Met Council, although it is 
administered by the seven counties included in the program rather than the Met Council” (Orfield and Luce 
2009). 
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Figure 4: Fragmentation and Fiscal Inequality in the 25 Largest Metropolitan 
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IV. WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIALS OF EFFECTIVE METROPOLITAN 

GOVERNANCE? 
 
 
Regional institutions need to be democratic, accountable, powerful, and multi-purpose to 
provide effective metropolitan governance.  
 

a. The need for democratic metropolitan governance structures 
 
Effective metropolitan governance requires democratic regional institutions. 
Undemocratic representation within regional institutions intensifies metropolitan 
inequities, erodes institutional legitimacy, and undermines the effectiveness of these 
institutions. 
 
Current federal laws applying to MPOs do not require representational voting. As a 
result, voting structures of MPOs are rarely apportioned to population (Sanchez 2006). 
This has serious implications for metropolitan equity. For instance, an analysis of the 
governing boards of MPOs shows that voting structures of MPOs severely underserve 
urban areas in favor of suburban jurisdictions (Sanchez 2006). Such imbalances in 
representation can have detrimental consequences for the development of metropolitan 
transportation networks. For instance, one study shows that an MPO’s commitment to 
transit (as measured by the share of its resources committed to transit services) declined 
by 1 to 7 percent for each suburban vote added to an MPO board (Nelson et al. 2004). 
 
The general lack of representational voting within MPO governing boards also 
undermines effective metropolitan governance because non-democratic governance 
structures tend to produce outcomes that go against the interests of underrepresented 
parties. This in turn undercuts the legitimacy of regional institutions and their policies in 
the eyes of local constituencies which are not fairly represented. Typically, 
underrepresentation does not go unchallenged. When inadequate representation is not 
institutionally addressed, such challenges can undermine the effective working of 
regional institutions (Sanchez and Wolf 2005). 
 
These representational imbalances especially hurt transit-dependent low-income residents 
and residents of color who disproportionately live in the urban core of metropolitan 
regions. In the case of the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG), for 
instance, constituents challenged the representativeness of the MPO voting structure, 
alleging that overrepresentation of suburban districts on the board resulted in 
disproportionately little investment in transit compared to highway investments in the 
Detroit metropolitan region (Sanchez and Wolf 2005). MPOs can only avoid such costly 
challenges by creating governance boards where all local jurisdictions and interests are 
fairly represented. 
 
Fair representation, however, does not necessarily mean that metropolitan policies should 
be the result of a consensus-oriented process. While the overall goal of metropolitan 
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policies is to create a ‘winning region,’ metropolitan governance is rarely a conflict-free 
process. Metropolitan policies create local losers and winners, and metropolitan decision-
making cannot cater to the interests of all local jurisdictions at the same time. What fair 
representation guarantees, however, is a legitimate way of institutionalizing a negotiation 
process among all the local jurisdictions of a metropolitan area. This process offers a 
venue where metropolitan goals are articulated in a democratic fashion by taking into 
consideration the regional interests of all jurisdictions in the metro. 
 
The fact that many MPOs are currently composed of members whose primary 
responsibility is another elected body, such as a city or county council, creates another 
important problem. When the MPO is only a secondary “home” for a representative, this 
means that MPO representatives are not elected primarily on the basis of their actions or 
opinions on metropolitan issues. Voters instead almost certainly evaluate them 
overwhelmingly on their performance in their primary job. For metropolitan concerns to 
receive the attention merited by their importance, members of MPO boards should be 
directly elected, ensuring that representatives are evaluated solely on the basis of their 
performance on metropolitan concerns. 
 

b. The need for accountable metropolitan governance structures 
 
MPOs should be held accountable both to voters and to the federal and state governments 
that provide much of their funding. Democratic governance institutions would satisfy 
much of the first requirement—accountability to voters. However, since much of the 
funding for metro-wide services like transportation, housing and environmental 
protection comes from state and federal sources, there is great potential to incentivize 
metropolitan funding streams to create a strong outcome orientation among MPOs. MPOs 
should be required to produce concrete measures of the outcomes of their programs—
measures that can be used by both funders and voters to evaluate their effectiveness. 
 
Measuring metropolitan progress requires a clear articulation of metropolitan goals. The 
harms of fragmentation manifest themselves in a number of policy arenas including land 
use, transportation, housing, and environment. Therefore, the effectiveness of 
metropolitan governance structures can only be evaluated by measuring the extent to 
which interconnected metropolitan goals are achieved. These metrics of accountability 
should include: the effectiveness and sustainability of land use policies; how evenly 
affordable housing is distributed; metro-wide racial and economic integration; the extent 
to which job growth is clustered to promote multi-modal transportation options and 
transit-oriented development; congestion and vehicle miles traveled; and fiscal equality 
among local jurisdictions.  
 

c. The need for powerful metropolitan governance structures 
 
The other side of accountability is empowerment. MPOs need to be organizationally 
capable of meeting the challenges facing their regions before they can legitimately be 
held accountable for meeting metropolitan goals. Metropolitan governance is a 
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challenging, conflict-ridden process and MPOs need to have significant governing 
capacities to be able to handle these challenges.  
 
In order to govern regions effectively, MPOs should be empowered to do comprehensive 
regional planning, not just transportation planning. Comprehensive regional planning 
involves coordination of regional transportation, land use, housing, and environmental 
policies.18 Effective implementation of comprehensive regional plans requires the 
authority to ensure that local development plans are consistent with the regional 
comprehensive plans. The authority to review local plans and override local decisions 
regarding land use, transportation, housing, and the environment is crucial for MPOs in 
implementing their comprehensive regional plans. 
 
One way to empower MPOs with these authorities would be to directly require MPOs to 
do comprehensive regional planning in order to be certified. Another more indirect way 
to do this is for HUD to require regional land use and housing plans to be in place in 
metropolitan areas and for the federal government to reinstitute A-95 powers specifically 
to MPOs. The federal government once gave the MPOs significant metropolitan powers 
through the A-95 review process, which authorized MPOs to review, from a metropolitan 
standpoint, and, if necessary, override local decisions regarding land use, transportation, 
and housing (National Commission on Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity 2008, pp. 47-
50).19 
 
Whatever method is used to empower MPOs, regional governance structures should be 
appropriately scaled to cover entire metropolitan areas. As regions grow, the 
jurisdictional boundaries of MPOs should grow with them. Otherwise, the jurisdictions of 
MPOs will be geographically under-bounded, and this would certainly compromise their 
governing capacities.20 One way to avoid this would be for the federal government to 
require that MPOs have jurisdiction over an area that is at least coterminous with the 
most recent Census Designated Metropolitan Area definitions. 
 
Finally, the power of MPOs is ultimately bound by the power of the states that create 
them. The policy decisions of states have significant impact on metropolitan outcomes. 
MPOs cannot succeed in achieving the desired metropolitan outcomes without the help of 
supportive state policies. For instance, if state DOTs keep spending federal transportation 
funds disproportionately for rural areas, MPO policies to curb residential and job sprawl 
                                                 
18 As Briffault argues, the land use powers of MPOs “must include both the authority to adopt regional land 
use plans that will bind future land development throughout the region and the power to displace local land 
use actions that have regional significance. Such regionally significant uses include local barriers to 
regionally necessary, but locally undesirable land uses, and local land use authorizations that impose 
negative externalities on the rest of the region” (Briffault 1996, p. 1166).  
19 The powers given to MPOs through the A-95 review process were essential for distributing affordable 
housing and opportunity more equally in many metropolitan areas (Connerly and Smith 1996).  
20 The Metropolitan Council in the Twin Cities region is a good example of this problem. The legal 
jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Council covers seven counties. This was the entire Census Designated 
Metropolitan Area at the time the Council was established. Since then the region has grown to include 13 
counties, including two in Wisconsin.  As a result, the Metropolitan Council has no jurisdiction over four 
Minnesota collar counties now included in the metropolitan area. This geographically under-bounds the 
Council’s jurisdiction, impeding its ability to manage the region’s growth.   
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cannot be successful. Similarly, if states do not support regional planning by MPOs 
through regulation of land use beyond metropolitan area boundaries, MPOs will have a 
hard time managing metropolitan growth. While acknowledging the importance of state 
governments to metropolitan governance reform, this paper does not discuss state-level 
policy reforms that should accompany MPO reform in order to focus on reforms at the 
federal level.    
 

d. The need for multi-purpose metropolitan governance structures 
 
Effective metropolitan governance requires powerful multi-purpose governance 
structures because the most crucial metropolitan problems are tightly interrelated. Frug 
summarizes the intricate connections between metropolitan issues: 
 

Traffic problems result from the location of housing, jobs, and commercial life. 
The quality of the schools and the crime rate influence housing decisions: those 
who can afford to do so move to where the schools are good and the crime rate 
low. Tax policy and zoning rules help determine where that is. Tax revenues are 
based on property values: the differences in the levels of funding available for 
schools and crime control reflect differences in the quality of housing, jobs, and 
commercial life. Zoning rules allow some localities to attract the “better” types of 
residents and businesses and exclude the rest. But neither businesses nor city 
residents can settle in these favored locations unless commuters, shoppers, and 
school children have a (government-supported) transportation network that allows 
them to travel back and forth. Transportation, housing, schools, crime, taxes, 
jobs—it is hard to think about one of these issues without thinking about the 
others (Frug 2002, p. 1813). 
 

Coordinating land use and transportation policies on a metropolitan scale is essential for 
guiding metropolitan growth, ameliorating existing job-housing mismatches, and 
ultimately reducing vehicle miles travelled on a metropolitan and national scale. Smart 
growth policies that encourage high-density, mixed-use development in existing job 
centers both curb job sprawl in metropolitan areas and permit the development of more 
extensive transit networks. A metropolitan transportation policy, which prioritizes transit, 
could, in turn, contain job sprawl and revitalize communities in the already developed 
parts of the metro. Transit-oriented growth could boost housing values and tax capacity in 
central cities and stressed suburbs without contributing to further congestion, enhancing 
the vitality of these communities as employment centers. 
 
For metros to ease job-housing mismatches, every part of a metropolitan area must 
provide a wide array of housing affordable to people with different incomes. This means 
that all communities, not just central cities and stressed inner-ring suburbs, should have 
their fair share of affordable housing. Metro-wide fair share housing is essential for 
enabling local businesses to hire and retain employees who live within reasonable 
commuting distance of their jobs. It is also essential for reversing racial and economic 
segregation and deconcentrating poverty from the urban core of metropolitan areas. Only 
by implementing metro-wide fair housing policies can metropolitan areas overcome 
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exclusionary zoning practices that limit opportunities for low-income residents and 
residents of color. In order to enhance opportunities for all residents, metropolitan areas 
need to redistribute affordable housing regionally, especially promoting affordable 
housing in opportunity-rich areas.  
 
 

V. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
 

1.  MAKE REPRESENTATION ON MPO GOVERNANCE BOARDS MORE 
DEMOCRATIC 

 
 
Undemocratic voting structures within MPO boards can undermine the effectiveness of 
MPOs and metropolitan governance in a number of ways. They can skew a metro’s 
transportation investments by disproportionately committing transportation funds toward 
projects that primarily benefit over-represented localities, and not necessarily the broader 
metropolitan area. Over-representation of suburban districts in MPO governance boards 
has been shown to lower a region’s investment in public transit, thus hampering the 
transportation choices available to metropolitan residents (Nelson et al. 2004). 
Disproportional representation in MPO boards also undermines the effectiveness of 
MPOs by eroding their institutional legitimacy. 
 
The STAA of 2009 addresses the problem of representation in MPO boards in two 
different ways. First, it amends the certification requirements of MPOs to require that 
“voting members of the metropolitan planning organization are represented in proportion 
to the population of each political subdivision to the total population of the metropolitan 
planning area” (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 3004 
(q)(2)(C) (2009)). Second, the draft bill also requires the participation of public transit 
officials on MPO boards.21 Both of these changes are steps in the right direction in that 
they are improvements over the current disproportional representation structure that tends 
to favor highway construction over transit. But they fall short of addressing crucial 
representational problems that continue to plague MPOs boards and to undermine 
effective metropolitan governance in the nation’s metros. 
 

a. The STAA should require that MPO board members be composed of 
representatives who are accountable primarily to the metropolitan area’s 
citizens.  

 
Most MPO boards are composed of members who were elected to a different political 
institution, usually a municipal office of some sort. While these representatives are 

                                                 
21 The 86-page summary of the STAA released by the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on 
Transportation and Infrastructure states that the Act “ensures increased participation by public transit 
officials in all MPOs” (The U.S. House of Representatives Committee June 18, 2009, p. 24). The draft 
language simply calls for representation by public transit officials without specifying the extent of 
representation (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 1508 (c)(3) (2009)).   
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elected to serve their local areas, they usually are not specifically elected for the regional 
board. Voters therefore evaluate them primarily on their performance in their primary 
job—as a city councilman or mayor, for instance. They should instead be held 
accountable based primarily on their performance on the metropolitan issues handled by 
the MPO. 
 
The divided loyalties of board members who are local representatives hurt metropolitan 
areas by impeding the formation of effective metropolitan governance structures. The 
most common way communities address this governance problem—possibly because it is 
the politically easiest option—is to increase the overall influence of regional interests in 
governance boards. This is often achieved by appointing board members from state or 
regional agencies. While this does not guarantee that regional interests will prevail, it 
nevertheless curbs the parochialism of local representative-dominated governance 
boards.22  
 
However, adding representatives with regional or state-wide interests does not eliminate 
the problem. In fact, it may create a different type of problem. At-large regional or state 
board members still represent agencies whose interests are different than the multi-
faceted interests of the region. For instance, a board representative from a state 
department of transportation could make policy decisions solely through a transportation 
lens, while a metropolitan governance institution needs to make decisions with a more 
holistic metropolitan policy orientation that integrates land use, transportation, housing 
and economic development. 
 
The STAA proposal to include public transit officials in the governing boards of MPOs is 
laudable because it increases the power of transit officials in MPO governance boards 
which have historically been dominated by highway officials. However, this proposal, 
which is a politically easy, short-term fix, is not useful in the long run because it avoids 
the larger problem of the misalignment of regional and local interests in MPO 
governance boards. Effective metropolitan governance needs political institutions 
constructed on a geographic scale larger than local government units but smaller than 
state governments. Regional political constituencies can only be constructed by 
promoting an understanding of metropolitan areas as “distinctive, internally 
interconnected places.” 23 
                                                 
22 In fact, there is evidence from regional transportation authorities that when regional governance boards 
have a larger percentage of at-large board members vis-à-vis local government representatives, they tend to 
prioritize regional projects more consistently over time, exhibiting a more metro-oriented outlook (Gerber 
and Gibson 2008). 
23 Richard Briffault articulates the importance of regional elections for effective metropolitan governance: 

Metropolitan governance will require not just a reduction in the significance of existing local 
boundaries but the creation of new, regional boundaries. The metropolitan area is frequently an 
economic unit. It needs to become a political unit as well. Bounding the metropolis would bring 
greater “clarity” to the notion of the metropolitan area as a distinctive, internally interconnected 
place, and would thus provide a political basis for enabling residents to conceive of the 
metropolitan area as a community. More figuratively, bounding the metropolis with regional 
political institutions could provide the regulatory and administrative capacity to deal with 
regionwide problems that cannot be addressed by the existing local government structure. It would 
offer a critical opportunity for regionwide deliberation, popular participation in decisions of 
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b. The STAA should make the recertification of MPOs conditional on 

proportional representation of central cities, fully developed suburbs, and 
developing suburbs in MPO boards based on their populations. 

 
Another important issue affecting representation on regional boards is the growing 
complexity of metropolitan America. The STAA requires that the voting structures of 
MPOs be apportioned to population in an attempt to reverse the under-representation of 
urban areas and over-representation of suburban areas common to many existing MPO 
boards. The draft bill improves upon the existing voting structures by striking a balance 
between urban and suburban interests. However, a simple urban/suburban policy 
framework is no longer adequate to the task (Orfield 2002). Today’s metropolitan reality 
is far more complex. The distinction between cities and suburbs has been blurred for 
some time with some older suburbs now having more in common with central cities than 
the newer suburbs. Suburban communities are also fairly diverse in the ways they 
develop. However, despite this diversity, metropolitan communities with similar needs 
and capacities are affected by regional trends in comparable ways. As a result, they tend 
to face similar challenges and opportunities and share common regional interests. It is 
possible to sort out these “communities of common regional interest” by grouping them 
according to their needs and capacities. 
 
The highly fragmented governance structures that currently shape the nation’s metros 
often pit central cities, fully-developed suburbs, and developing suburbs against each 
other. This pushes every community to fend for itself, obscuring the fact that they often 
have interests in common at a regional scale. For instance, like the central cities, fully-
developed suburbs often struggle with growing needs with small and shrinking resources. 
In some ways, fully-developed suburbs often are less likely to rebound than the central 
cities, lacking the advantages of centrality and the cultural amenities that many central 
cities have. They often have old infrastructure—like roads and sewers that need to be 
rebuilt—and compete with newer suburbs developing at the metropolitan fringe. Most of 
these fully-developed suburbs are going through the same racial and economic dynamics 
that made central cities residentially segregated. 
 
Fragmentation also means that localities often have no effective forums for 
communicating and negotiating with their neighbors about potential impacts of local 
policies on neighboring communities. A developing job center’s growth opportunities 
often means growing traffic congestion for neighboring communities and loss of tax base 
for other areas. A bedroom developing suburb’s rapid growth may consume open space 
previously enjoyed by residents of neighboring developed areas.  
 
Effective metropolitan governance structures do not weaken the power of local 
jurisdictions in regional decisions. Instead, they empower local jurisdictions by giving 
them a means to articulate their common regional interests and to collectively advocate 

                                                                                                                                                 
regional significance, and the accountability of regional officials to the people who live in the 
region (Briffault 1996, p. 1165). 
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for these interests in a regional platform, where all types of metropolitan communities are 
fairly represented (Frug 2002, p. 1790). 
  
Metropolitan politics often boil down to the politics among three distinct “communities 
of common regional interest”: central cities, fully developed suburbs, developing 
suburbs.24 Regional dynamics, which connect these communities inextricably to each 
other, affect each one differently. Each one of these three communities is an essential part 
of a larger metropolitan machine, and each one needs to be fairly represented in 
metropolitan governance structures for the region to operate effectively. 
 
The STAA should be amended to give proportional representation to these three distinct 
“communities of common regional interest” in MPO boards. In order to ensure that MPO 
boards have democratic voting structures, the MPO recertification process should require 
that each state choose one of the following two options to select MPO representatives: 
 

I. MPO members shall be directly elected by districts drawn by the state on 
the basis of one person/one vote and the Federal Voting Rights Act. 
Districts for MPO representatives should be drawn so that the central 
cities, fully developed suburbs, and developing suburbs will each have a 
proportional number of districts relative to their metropolitan population. 

 
II. MPO members shall be selected by metropolitan area municipalities from 

districts drawn by the state that are equal in population. Districts for MPO 
representatives should be drawn so that the central cities, fully developed 
suburbs, and developing suburbs shall each have a proportional number of 
districts relative to their metropolitan population. In selecting the MPO 
member, each municipality in a district so drawn shall have a proportional 
number of votes based on the municipality’s relative population to the 
district. 

 
Option I essentially requires that MPO board members are elected through metropolitan 
districts in which all three “communities of common interest” are fairly represented. 
Although politically more difficult, this would be the ideal long-term solution to the 
current misalignment of regional and local interests in MPO boards in the sense that only 
democratically-structured governing boards made up of elected regional officials can be 
effective instruments for articulating regional interests. Option II falls short of suggesting 
direct regional elections but it does ensure collective voice for individual communities by 
giving them fair representation based on their membership within the three regional 
subgroups.  
  

                                                 
24 Orfield and Luce’s typology of metropolitan communities can be aggregated to reflect these three distinct 
political interests (Orfield and Luce forthcoming in 2010). While central cities stand out as a distinct 
category, stressed suburbs and developed job centers constitute fully developed suburbs. Developing job 
centers and bedroom developing suburbs make up most of developing suburbs.  
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2. MAKE MPOs MORE ACCOUNTABLE 

 
 
Democratizing voting structures on MPO boards would go a long way toward making 
MPOs more accountable. Yet, metropolitan constituents and the federal government still 
need a number of accountability metrics they can use to measure the progress of MPOs in 
solving regional problems and achieving regional goals. These regional goals are many 
and interrelated, and accountability measures should therefore include land use, 
transportation, housing, and environment.  
 
The establishment of clear accountability metrics by itself does not ensure accountability. 
Holding MPOs fully accountable requires an enforcement mechanism that creates 
significant consequences for not making significant regional progress. The transportation 
dollars that the federal government allocates to MPOs makes the federal government the 
most influential political actor in enforcing these goals. By making the recertification of 
MPOs conditional on making significant regional progress, the federal governments can 
use the MPO recertification process as an effective enforcement mechanism. 
 

a. The STAA should specify the metrics that are necessary to measure the 
progress MPOs make toward achieving fair and sustainable growth. 

 
The STAA makes important strides toward enhancing accountability for MPOs by 
requiring that MPOs “implement a system of performance management” as part of their 
recertification process (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 
3004 (k)(s) (2009)). This system of performance management requires that the 
“Secretary, in consultation with metropolitan planning organizations and States, shall 
establish qualitative and quantitative performance measures” (Surface Transportation 
Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 3004 (k)(s)(2)(A) (2009)). The system also 
requires that “each metropolitan planning organization shall establish a target level of 
performance in relation to each of the performance measures established” (Surface 
Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 3004 (k)(s)(3)(A) (2009)).  
 
The draft bill does not exactly specify the required performance measures. It simply 
requires that they “measure, at a minimum, the degree to which the long-range 
transportation plan reduces congestion, improves mobility and safety, increases the state 
of good repair of surface transportation assets, decreases surface transportation-related 
emissions and energy consumption, is consistent with land use plans, and increases the 
connectivity of and access to the surface transportation system” and “include, at a 
minimum, any other information the Secretary considers appropriate” (Surface 
Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 3004 (k)(s)(2)(B)(iii); 
(k)(s)(2)(B)(iv) (2009)).25  

                                                 
25 In addition, the performance measures for large metropolitan areas “include a measurement of the degree 
to which the long-range transportation plan is developed through an assessment, at a minimum, of the 
following: (i) Land use patterns that support improved mobility and reduced dependency on single-
occupant motor vehicle trips; (ii) An adequate supply of housing for all income levels; (iii) Limited impacts 
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While these minimum performance measures reflect worthy regional goals, they hardly 
constitute a comprehensive list. In order to ensure making significant progress toward fair 
and sustainable metropolitan growth, a more comprehensive list should include the 
following accountability metrics: 
 

• the effectiveness and sustainability of land use policies—measured by a 
sprawl index that calculates the increase in urbanized land in relation to 
population growth; 

• the fairness of affordable housing distribution in a region—measured by 
the percentage of affordable housing in moderate- to high-opportunity 
communities;26 

• the extent to which a region is racially and economically segregated—
measured by traditional measures such as the dissimilarity indices or the 
percentage of low-income people (students) and people (students) of color 
in segregated neighborhood (school) settings; 

• the extent to which job growth is clustered to promote multi-modal 
transportation options and transit-oriented development—measured by 
percentage of jobs in high-density job centers; and 

• the extent of fiscal inequality in a region—measured by the Gini 
coefficient for local tax-bases. 

 
The draft bill should be amended to include these accountability metrics so that MPOs 
across the nation could be held to the same standards.  
 
The draft bill should also strengthen the enforcement mechanism that creates significant 
consequences for MPOs not meeting metropolitan performance targets. The draft bill 
makes recertification conditional on meeting metropolitan performance targets. If MPOs 
fail to recertify due to non-compliance “the Secretary may withhold up to 20 percent of 
the funds attributable to the metropolitan planning area of the metropolitan planning 
organization” (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 3004 
(k)(q)(3)(A) (2009)).  
 
Historically, the withholding of federal funds to uncertified MPOs has not been an 
effective enforcement mechanism because it is left to the discretion of the Secretary. In 
fact, no MPO has ever lost funding through this mechanism (Brookings Institution 2008, 
p. 53). In order to make the recertification process an effective instrument of 
accountability, MPOs should lose federal funds, rather than simply face the threat of 
losing federal funds, if they fail to certify. The draft bill should require the Secretary to 
withhold federal funds if MPOs fail to certify due to non-compliance.   

                                                                                                                                                 
on valuable farmland, natural resources, and air quality; (iv) A reduction in greenhouse gas emissions; (v) 
An increase in water and energy conservation and efficiency; (vi) An improvement in the livability of 
communities” (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 3004 (k)(s)(2)(C) (2009)).  
26 Lukehart et al. developed an opportunity index to classify local communities according to their ability to 
offer a number of opportunities to their residents (Lukehart et al. May 2005). This method can be used to 
identify moderate- to high-opportunity places in the nation’s metros.  
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3. PROVIDE MPOs WITH THE NECESSARY POWERS 
 
 
Once democratic and accountable metropolitan governance structures are in place, MPOs 
should be sufficiently empowered to take on the complex problems of metropolitan areas. 
The 1991 and 1998 federal transportation acts (ISTEA and TEA-21) expanded the 
institutional powers and autonomy of MPOs significantly. In practice, however, state 
DOTs still weigh heavily on transportation decisions, undermining the ability of MPOs to 
govern their regions in a holistic fashion (Wolf et al. 2007, pp. 89-90). The STAA of 
2009 does not offer any specific measures to change this practice. In fact, the STAA 
imposes fairly stringent performance standards on MPOs without empowering them to 
meet their goals. 
 
Most MPOs still lack the comprehensive regional planning powers that are needed to 
tackle challenging metropolitan issues. Transportation planning powers are only a subset 
of the legal capacities MPOs need to govern their regions effectively. Without the legal 
authority to do comprehensive regional planning beyond transportation issues—planning 
affecting land use, housing, and waste water collection and treatment, for instance—
MPOs cannot really affect the most powerful forces shaping their regions. Demanding 
accountability from the MPOs without sufficiently empowering them sets them up to fail. 
 
MPOs can be empowered in two different ways. The most direct way to do this is 
through the STAA of 2009. The act could require that MPOS implement comprehensive 
regional planning in order to be certified and spell out the specific components of 
comprehensive regional plans, while explicitly limiting the powers of state DOTs in 
metropolitan transportation decisions. 
 
Alternatively, MPOs could be given additional comprehensive regional land use and 
housing planning powers indirectly through a combination of institutional changes at 
HUD, amendments to the STAA, and the reestablishment at the federal level of the A-95 
review process. First, the Livable Communities Act introduced by Senator Chris Dodd 
could be used as a vehicle to authorize HUD to require metropolitan areas to enact 
comprehensive regional land use and housing plans. Second, the STAA could be 
amended to require MPOs to formally coordinate their transportation plans with HUD’s 
comprehensive regional land use and housing plans. Third, the MPOs could be 
empowered with the authority to review and override local land use and housing 
decisions through the reinstitution of A-95 review process at the federal level. 
 

a. The STAA should be amended to directly empower MPOs with specific 
comprehensive regional planning powers and the power to review local 
plans. 

 
The STAA should require all MPOs to develop metropolitan land use plans for the 
orderly development of their regions. These plans should include an overall metropolitan 
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development guide with specific regional systems plans for transportation and transit, 
housing, and metropolitan sewer and waste water management. The plan should also 
include a designated urban growth boundary or urban services area to ensure orderly, 
contiguous growth patterns. Coupled with this, MPOs should be required to control 
development outside the urban growth boundary or urban services area to avoid leapfrog 
development. 
 
In order to protect emerging MPO powers from existing institutions, the STAA should 
explicitly define the authority of MPOs in relation to local governments and state 
agencies such as the state departments of transportation. For instance, MPOs need to be 
able to prevent local actions from undermining the metropolitan plan. The most direct 
way to do this is to give MPOs power over federal resources coming into the metro—the 
power, for instance to withhold federal transportation funding from local areas whose 
local plans are not consistent with the comprehensive metropolitan plans designed by the 
MPOs.  
 
Similarly, the STAA should redefine the authority of state departments of transportation 
in the allocation of transportation funds, explicitly limiting their involvement to an 
advisory capacity within metropolitan areas. The STAA should give the discretion to 
allocate all federal transportation funds within individual metropolitan areas exclusively 
to MPOs, explicitly stating that the state departments of transportation shall abide by the 
MPO’s decisions within a metropolitan area.  
 

b. Alternatively, the Livable Communities Act in combination with the STAA 
could be a vehicle to enhance the power of MPOs indirectly. 

 
On August 6, 2009, Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee Chairman 
Chris Dodd introduced the Livable Communities Act draft bill (Senate Office for Chris 
Dodd 2009). The bill will “create competitive planning grants that towns and regions can 
use to create comprehensive long-term plans that integrate transportation, housing, land 
use, and economic development; create challenge grants that towns and regions can use 
to implement these long-term plans through investments in public transportation, 
affordable housing, complete streets, transit-oriented development, and brownfield 
redevelopment; establish a federal Office of Sustainable Housing and Communities at the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development to administer and oversee the Livable 
Communities grant programs; and establish a federal Interagency Council on Sustainable 
Communities that will include representatives from the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, the Department of Transportation, the Environmental Protection 
Agency, and other federal agencies to coordinate federal sustainable development 
policies” (Senate Office for Chris Dodd 2009). 
 
The bill relies entirely on competitive planning grant incentives to build organizational 
capacity for metropolitan governance. This is a shortcoming because this makes the 
development of metropolitan governance capacities optional and it helps build 
metropolitan governance capacities only in places where some form of functional 
governance structures already exist. In order to build metropolitan governance capacities 
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across the nation, the bill should also rely on formula grants to metropolitan areas to fund 
metropolitan planning program requirements. The bill should be amended to address this 
shortcoming in order to create wide-spread metropolitan governance capacities across the 
nation. Once strengthened with these changes, the Livable Communities Act can be an 
effective instrument for instituting comprehensive regional land use and housing planning 
powers through HUD. If these newly created powers are appropriately linked to the 
transportation planning powers of MPOs, metropolitan governance structures could be 
significantly strengthened. In order to link these powers, the STAA could be amended to 
require MPOs to formally coordinate their transportation plans with HUD’s 
comprehensive regional land use and housing plans. Finally, in order for this coordination 
to have real teeth, the MPOs could be given the authority to review and override local 
land use and housing decisions through the reinstitution of the A-95 review process at the 
federal level. 
 
 

4. RESTRUCTURE METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE BY BREAKING 
POLICY SILOS AT THE FEDERAL AND METROPOLITAN LEVELS   

 
 
Policy silos at the federal and metropolitan levels impede effective metropolitan 
governance. Federal government programs need to be reformed to encourage breaking 
these policy silos and to better streamline federal policy initiatives at the federal and 
metropolitan levels. While the administration’s Sustainable Communities Initiative is a 
great step toward breaking federal policy silos, the Initiative fails to formalize the 
cooperative arrangements among federal agencies at the appropriate institutional level. 
The Initiative needs an institutional driver authorized to explicitly coordinate the work of 
federal agencies on metropolitan policy. This should not be HUD because HUD is simply 
one federal agency among many federal agencies. If HUD takes the driver’s seat in 
ushering these metropolitan reforms, other federal agencies could perceive this as an 
encroachment into their turf. Institutional reform of this scale should be driven by a 
separate institution that stands on an equal footing in relation to all federal agencies. 
 

a. Either the Interagency Council on Sustainable Communities (ICSC) or the 
White House Office of Urban Affairs (WHOUA) should lead the structural 
realignment of federal agency programs at the metropolitan level by being 
the driving force behind the Sustainable Communities Initiative.27 

 
The Livable Communities Act can be a useful vehicle in establishing an institution that 
can lead the Sustainable Communities Initiative. The Act would establish a federal 
Interagency Council on Sustainable Communities including representatives from the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Transportation, the 

                                                 
27 Some of the institutional reform suggestions outlined in this sub-section come from a Task Force report 
that was presented to HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan. The Task Force recommended that HUD’s urban 
and regional mission should be extended. The report, which was compiled by the Penn Institute for Urban 
Research along with other task force reports, is published as Chapter 6 in (Penn Institute for Urban 
Research February 2009). 
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Environmental Protection Agency, and other federal agencies to coordinate federal 
sustainable development policies. This Council could be an effective force behind the 
Sustainable Communities Initiative. Alternatively, the recently created WHOUA, which 
approaches urban issues from a strictly metropolitan perspective, could play a leading 
role in implementing the Sustainable Communities Initiative.28 WHOUA is authorized to 
work with and coordinate the policies of ten federal agencies and is uniquely positioned 
to develop linkages among federal policy silos. 
 
Whether it is the ICSC or the WHOUA, a leading agency behind the Initiative could be 
an effective institutional lever for comprehensive metropolitan reform by performing 
three crucial tasks. First, it should work with a number of federal agencies to expand the 
number of agencies participating in the Sustainable Communities Initiative. Second, it 
should oversee the implementation of the Sustainable Communities Initiative by acting as 
the arbiter of potential conflicts that might emerge among these agencies. Third, it should 
be the driving force behind the Sustainable Communities Initiative by pushing for 
institutional reforms that would further streamline policy making at the metropolitan 
level.  
 
One such institutional reform would involve a federal requirement mandating that all 
federal metropolitan planning programs be funded through and be the responsibility of a 
common multi-purpose metropolitan agency such as an MPO (Penn Institute for Urban 
Research February 2009, pp. 120-121). Either the ICSC or the WHOUA could facilitate 
the collaboration of federal agencies in submitting legislation that would provide general 
operating funds to these designated multi-purpose metropolitan planning agencies. The 
provision of seed money for these designated agencies would establish much needed 
organizational capacity for metropolitan governance.  
 
Building organizational capacity for metropolitan governance on a national scale, 
however, would also require committing existing federal resources. The federal agencies 
collaborating under the Sustained Communities Initiative should redirect a certain portion 
of their existing program funds to projects of metropolitan scope and significance. 
Redirecting funds for metropolitan projects could provide fiscal incentives for 
strengthening metropolitan governance structures. For instance, HUD could set aside a 
third of its CDBG and HOME program funds for grants to metropolitan institutions to 
operate programs with significant metropolitan impact. Other federal agencies, such as 
the DOT and EPA, could follow suit. Federal grants to metropolitan institutions, funded 
through multiple federal agencies, could be the main funding source for all federal 
metropolitan planning programs.  
 
These funds could be distributed in two forms (Penn Institute for Urban Research 
February 2009, pp. 127-128). They could be allocated on a competitive basis as grants to 
regions that come up with the best metropolitan projects. This would reward regions 
which already have functional metropolitan governance structures and encourage them to 

                                                 
28 The White House Office of Urban Affairs was established by the Executive Order of February 19, 2009. 
One of the main intents behind the establishment of this Office is to “coordinate all aspects of urban 
policy” (The White House, February 19, 2009). 
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do more. By rewarding and enabling such best practices, competitive grants could show 
that comprehensive metropolitan policy is viable and that it makes sense for the federal 
government to support metropolitan projects. Some metropolitan grants could also be 
allocated to metropolitan areas by formula. Many federal programs have entitlement 
community designations that entitle communities to a certain amount of federal funds, 
usually based on their population. Metropolitan communities could receive a certain 
portion of these entitlement funds in order to fulfill their federal metropolitan planning 
program requirements. Formula funding could help build metropolitan governance 
capacity across the nation and create a widespread political constituency for federal 
metropolitan planning programs by spreading the funds across the nation. 
 

b. In order to promote equitable and sustainable metropolitan growth, the 
Sustainable Communities Initiative needs to substantially reform existing 
federal policies so that they no longer undermine each other.   

 
While the Sustainable Communities Initiative is a very positive step, it will not achieve 
much unless it reforms federal policies that contribute to current metropolitan problems. 
For the Initiative to be an effective lever for metropolitan reform, it needs to streamline 
federal programs so that they do not work at cross purposes. For instance, while HUD has 
been working to revive urban areas through its CDBG programs, federal transportation 
policies have actively undermined these efforts by constructing highways that encouraged 
suburban flight from urban areas (Penn Institute for Urban Research February 2009, p. 
129).  
 
In fact, federal transportation policies have done more than simply undermine federal 
housing policies. They have actively driven sprawl and inequality in the nation’s metros 
(Poverty and Race Research Action Council March 10, 2009). Along with regional land 
use decisions, federal transportation investments created many opportunities for many 
exclusive communities to gain the greatest share of their region’s business and residential 
tax wealth as these communities actively undermined fair housing and furthered racial 
and economic segregation. The Sustainable Communities Initiative should encourage a 
realignment of federal policies so that they reinforce, rather than undermine, each other. 
The Initiative should be instrumental in reversing federal transportation and housing 
policies that continue to undermine fair housing in order to promote regional equity and 
expanded opportunity for all metropolitan residents.  
 
The Sustainable Communities Initiative has attracted criticism from advocates for not 
making equity an explicit goal.29 HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan responded to these 
criticisms in a speech to the National Fair Housing Alliance.30 Secretary Donovan 
described the Initiative as an expression of HUD’s intent to create “a geography of 
opportunity for all Americans” by integrating “transportation and housing planning and 
decisions in a way that maximizes choices for residents and businesses, lowers 

                                                 
29 See, for instance, (Massa 2009). 
30 (Donovan 2009). In this speech, Secretary Donovan forcefully reiterated HUD’s commitment to 
affirmatively furthering fair housing, emphasizing the substantial increases in HUD budget for signature 
fair housing programs like the Fair Housing Initiatives and the Fair Housing Assistance Programs. 
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transportation costs and drives more sustainable development patterns” (Donovan 2009). 
He also singled out the Sustainable Communities Initiative for furthering HUD’s 
commitment “to fair housing by taking steps to remedy the problems imposed by 
concentrations of poverty across the country and give all Americans equal housing 
choice” (Donovan 2009). 
 
The Sustainable Communities Initiative’s goal to create a new “geography of 
opportunity” by maximizing choice for residents and businesses is commendable. 
However, this goal cannot be achieved unless the Initiative aligns various federal policies 
more closely with fair housing goals (Poverty and Race Research Action Council April 6, 
2009). Federal housing, transportation, education and infrastructure investments that have 
harmful effects on patterns of residential segregation have to be reversed to support and 
develop diverse, sustainable communities with access to opportunity for all residents 
(National Commission on Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity 2008). 
 
The Initiative’s structural realignment of federal policies at the metropolitan level is 
simply a means toward the substantial goal of promoting equitable and sustainable 
growth in the nation’s metropolitan areas. This realignment is necessary for building 
organizational capacity for metropolitan governance on a national scale. However, it is 
not sufficient to deal with the thorny issues of exclusionary zoning and residential 
segregation or to really expand opportunities for all. The Initiative needs to offer more 
substantial reforms involving fair housing to make equitable and sustainable growth a 
reality.  
 
For instance, the Initiative could require specific low- and moderate-income housing 
goals for each local government receiving metropolitan grants by formula. In awarding 
competitive metropolitan grants, the Initiative could give highest priority or extra funding 
to metropolitan projects that promote fair housing along with transit-oriented 
development. The Initiative could also provide significant incentives for metropolitan 
projects that use inclusionary zoning, employ affirmative marketing strategies, and ensure 
significant mixed-income housing in transit-oriented development projects. Finally, the 
Initiative could require the recipients of metropolitan grants “to coordinate their 
Environment Justice review activities with the fair housing planning activities of their 
jurisdiction, and to include in their jurisdiction’s Analysis of Impediments to Fair 
Housing an examination of the impact of federally funded transportation projects and 
service on patterns of residential segregation and on groups protected by the Fair Housing 
Act” (Poverty and Race Research Action Council March 10, 2009). 
 

c. The STAA should be amended to add more detail and substance to the 
metropolitan planning process so that it works more effectively to make 
livability and sustainability a metropolitan reality. 

 
The STAA has the potential to help streamline federal policies at the federal and regional 
level. At the federal level, the Act proposes to establish two new offices—the Office of 
Livability and the Office of Intermodalism—which provide new organizational avenues 
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for the DOT and various other federal agencies to interface and collaborate.31 At the 
metropolitan level, the Act would establish the Metropolitan Mobility and Access 
Program, which extends direct federal assistance to MPOs for implementation of 
metropolitan mobility plans (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th 
Cong. § 701 (2009)). The assessment criteria for the metropolitan mobility plans link 
numerous policy areas together.32 This makes the Program a potentially useful 
institutional tool for integrating various federal policies at the metropolitan level.  
 
The Office of Livability, the Office of Intermodalism, and the Metropolitan Mobility and 
Access Program have a common mission of promoting livability in the nation’s 
metropolitan areas as well as ensuring the sustainability of the nation’s transportation 
modes.33 Sharing this mission, these new initiatives certainly have the potential to reform 
the way metropolitan areas work if they are sufficiently funded.  
 
The initial draft of the Act also includes some useful language on metropolitan planning 
(Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 1508 (a); 1508 (e); 
1508 (s)(2)(c) (2009)). The draft bill proposes to increase coordination among land use, 
housing, and transportation and to enhance surface transportation intermodality. It also 
expands the scope of metropolitan planning process to include housing and land use 
planning. The draft bill additionally requires that MPOs in large metro areas should at a 

                                                 
31 The bill equips the Office of Livability with the authority to collaborate “with other executive branch 
agencies, including the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the Department of the Interior, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention” (Surface 
Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 331 (e)(2) (2009)). The bill also creates a new 
Undersecretary of Transportation for Intermodalism and institutes an Office of Intermodalism to be run by 
this new Undersecretary (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 1201 and 5503 
(2009)). It  authorizes the Undersecretary to “carry out strategies and actions under the Department’s 
statutory authority to reduce energy usage and green house gas emissions related to the nation’s intermodal 
transportation system” (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 5503 (c)(3)(C) 
(2009)). 
32 The metropolitan mobility plans are required to include an assessment of the congestion, mobility, 
access, and livability challenges facing the surface transportation systems of metro areas (Surface 
Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 701 (h)(2)(B) (2009)). They are also required to 
include an analysis of the beneficial impacts of the plan on the metro, “including energy and environmental 
benefits, economic development benefits, reductions in transportation costs, and benefits resulting from 
land use policies and future growth patterns” (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th 
Cong. § 701 (h)(2)(F) (2009)). 
33 The goal of the Office of Livability is “to provide leadership and support for policies and decision-
making at all levels of government that increase modal choice and enhance livability and sustainable modes 
of transportation” (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 331 (b) (2009)). The 
Office of Intermodalism, on the other hand, is established “to encourage and promote development of a 
national intermodal transportation system in the United States that is economically efficient and 
environmentally sound, provides the foundation for the United States to compete in the global economy, 
and moves individuals and property in an energy efficient manner” (Surface Transportation Authorization 
Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 5503 (a) (2009)). The purpose of the Metropolitan Mobility and Access Program 
is “to provide multi-modal transportation funding and financing authority directly to metropolitan planning 
organizations, thereby allowing MPOs broad multi-modal flexibility in planning and implementing 
programs of surface transportation projects to reduce vehicular congestion, to maximize mobility and 
access of people and goods, and to improve safety, environmental sustainability, and livability in large 
urbanized areas” (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 701 (b) (2009)). 
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minimum assess the housing stock for all income levels, land use patterns, impact on 
valuable natural resources and air quality in addition to reductions in greenhouse 
emissions and increases in water and energy conservation.  
 
Many in the transportation field applaud the draft bill for its ambitious restructuring of 
federal transportation policy. However, as some transportation advocates were quick to 
point out, the draft bill still has room for improvement. The Act should be amended to 
address the following shortcomings: 
 
The STAA does not require any formal coordination between transportation, housing, 
and land use planning despite its strong language on expanding the scope of  metropolitan 
planning and strengthening the planning powers of MPOs. It not only fails to provide 
substantial incentives to coordinate these policies but also falls short of specifying 
incentives to help meet the extensive metropolitan planning requirements included in the 
bill (Davis 2009). The draft bill does not offer any financial incentives to create 
affordable housing and development near transit stops either. The Act should be amended 
to formally require the coordination of transportation, housing and land use planning 
functions of MPOs. Specific incentives such as additional funds or expedited project 
delivery should be added to the Act to encourage transportation projects which link 
affordable housing and development with transit planning. 
 
The STAA should also further strengthen new offices such as the Office of Livability and 
the Office of Intermodalism as well as new programs such as the Metropolitan Mobility 
and Access Program. If they are sufficiently funded and empowered, these initiatives 
certainly have the potential to be levers for regional governance reform. The draft bill, 
however, raises some concerns about the potential effectiveness of these new offices and 
programs. For instance, the bill establishes the Office of Livability within the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHA)—a transportation agency dedicated to one specific mode 
of transportation (Surface Transportation Authorization Act, HR __, 111th Cong. § 331 
(b) (2009)). This raises concerns about how effectively the Office can enhance the 
nation’s modal choices when it is institutionally nested in a transportation agency that 
exclusively focuses on highways. Rather than being isolated in the FHA, this Office 
needs to be an integral part of how localities qualify for all transportation funding (Davis 
2009).  
 
Similarly, the Metro Mobility and Access Program has some structural limitations. The 
Program focuses largely on moving cars on highways, despite the fact that program funds 
are also eligible for public transit (Davis 2009). While moving cars on highways more 
effectively is certainly one way of dealing with congestion and air quality, it is not a 
comprehensive answer. Any long-term response to congestion and air quality has to focus 
on better aligning land use and transportation demand in order to improve transportation 
access for all residents, not just drivers, in metropolitan areas. The Act should also be 
amended to refocus the Metro Mobility and Access Program on maximizing mobility and 
transportation choices for all kinds of metropolitan residents, including the low-income, 
disabled, and senior residents. This would be essential for ensuring transportation equity 
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and equal access to opportunity as well as for overcoming the harmful effects of racial 
and economic segregation in the nation’s metropolitan areas.  
 
The fact that the proposed bill does not do much to address transportation equity is 
another shortcoming. The draft bill simply consolidates severely underfunded 
transportation programs for low-income, disabled, and senior residents with hardly any 
details on improving the effectiveness of the consolidated programs or on how to provide 
new funding for these programs (Davis 2009). As transportation advocates urge, “making 
sure that all Americans have safe access to affordable transportation choices should be an 
overarching priority of the bill” (Davis 2009).  
 
Transportation equity, however, cannot simply be limited to promoting public transit. If 
transportation policy can contribute to the hollowing out of regions’ urban and inner 
suburban cores, it can also play a significant role in strengthening these areas. In fact, 
transportation equity must include active efforts to deconcentrate poverty within metros 
to promote truly equitable and sustainable growth. Transportation access from poor and 
racially isolated neighborhoods to more affluent, employment-rich communities is not 
sufficient to improve the life chances of children attending low-performing schools and 
living in neighborhoods that are often associated with poor health outcomes (Poverty and 
Race Research Action Council March 10, 2009). Fair share housing policies that ensure a 
more equal distribution of affordable housing across metropolitan areas should have as 
high a priority as other policy goals such as smart growth and climate change in federal 
transportation policy. 
 
In conclusion, metropolitan governance is clearly in need of reform. Political 
fragmentation is harming the nation’s metropolitan areas by stunting metropolitan growth 
and by contributing to increasing sprawl and congestion, to growing racial and economic 
segregation, and to deepening disparities in the quality of local services. The current 
crisis and the federal stimulus package has created many opportunities for metropolitan 
reform—opportunities which will not be around for long. The time is also politically ripe 
for metropolitan reform.  New policy initiatives like the Sustainable Communities 
Initiative, the Livable Communities Act, and the Surface Transportation Authorization 
Act can be viable instruments for metropolitan governance reform. Comprehensive 
reform of MPOs through these vehicles provides the best path to reforming metropolitan 
governance. For MPOs to be engines of fair and sustainable growth, they need to be more 
democratic, accountable and powerful. 
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